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Join  
the Club
there’s a 
student club or 
organization for 
every interest, 
all aimed at 
broadening each 
student’s liberal 
arts experience 
at hillsdale. We 
profile four of 
them in this issue. 
13
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union  
unity
A theme of unity 
prevailed as the 
College dedicated 
the Grewcock 
student union, 
which will bring 
together many 
aspects of 
student life.
28
top of  
their GAMe
the 2007  
leMond-Wright 
scholars not 
only shine in 
their athletic 
endeavors, but 
lead the way in 
their classes and 
co-curricular 
activities as well.
25
KeepinG fAMily  
trADition
nancy Knorr 
polk, ’64, talks 
about her family’s 
history at hillsdale 
and their many 
accomplishments, 
from radio to 
baseball to 
government 
to horses.
26
MonKey  
business
Animal 
behaviorist Amy 
fultz, ’88, works 
with chimpanzees 
retired from 
medical research, 
letting them 
just be chimps 
after years of 
laboratory life.
6
hillsDAle in  
the beltWAy
A revamped 
Washington-
hillsdale 
internship 
program and a 
new policy center 
in Washington 
give the College a 
greater presence 
in our nation’s 
capital.
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GREWCOCK
STUDENT UNION
DEDICATION
Scores of students shivered in the brisk January afternoon air as the pep band played, building excitement and momentum for the event about to take place. no, it wasn’t a home football game. these students had gathered in the quad awaiting their first visit inside the newly completed and much anticipated Grewcock student union. finally, the doors opened and the students poured in to the richardson Commons, greeted by applause from the faculty, staff, and friends of the College who had gathered together to celebrate this latest addition to student life at hillsdale. because this is the students’ building, the dedication ceremony relied heavily on student speakers. Junior ryan Walsh served as master of ceremonies and began the program with his top ten list of how the student union will improve hillsdale College. “the only thing better than a 10-to-1 student-to-faculty ratio? A 10-to-1 student-to-flat-screen ratio,” he joked, alluding to the numerous tVs scattered throughout the build-ing.
   each student speaker paid homage to the donors who made the student union possible. Walsh thanked 
Charles and irma Mcintyre and the Mcintyre family foundation for their funding of the Winston Churchill statue, which stands 
in the entrance of the union’s upper level. the statue, sculpted by alumna 
heather tritchka, ’98, is part of the liberty Walk series of statues that will 
grace campus over time.
 Jack shannon, ’09, offered the invocation and thanked hillsdale’s pri-
vate contributors for a “beautiful building for a beautiful college experi-
ence.” he recognized nancy Knorr polk, ’64, and the Knorr family for their 
support of the Knorr family Dining room. polk’s parents, the late fred and 
nellie Welch Knorr, ’37, ’38, served at different times on hillsdale’s board 
of trustees, and the Knorr student Center was named in memory of fred 
Knorr following his death in 1960. shannon also recognized tim and becky 
Morrison, owners of saga, inc., dining service, for their generous service to 
and support of the College.
“In this union, students will gather in unison, united in pursuing truth . . .”
OPPOSITE: Students await their fi rst entry into 
the Grewcock Student Union at the Dedication 
Ceremony. ABOVE: The new building—located 
at the heart of campus—is easily accessible for 
students. BELOW: With enthusiastic smiles, students 
enter the new Student Union for the fi rst time.
Continued on next page
 invocator Katie Anderson, ’09, a drill sergeant in the nevada national Guard, offered a special tribute to the late richard 
raese, a captain in the united states Marine Corps. When he died in 2005, hillsdale received a substantial bequest from his 
estate with the simple instructions to “keep up the good work.” the raese Conference room features a portrait of raese along 
with some of his military items. 
 senior Dan burfiend and freshman Catherine rook offered remarks about the role the student union will play in the overall educa-
tional experience of the students. “in this union, students will gather in unison, united in pursuing truth,” burfiend said. “here those stu-
dents who study the arts, the sciences or the humanities can come from all over campus to engage in the great conversation of ideas. 
philosophy will learn from science, music will learn from math and, between certain students, there will always be some chemistry.”
 students also honored bob richardson, a College trustee and longtime supporter, for his leadership gift toward the richard-
son Commons, a central gathering area in the union; the parents Association steering Committee for their support of the formal 
lounge; Mr. and Mrs. Andrew istvan and their daughter Kimberly for their gift toward A.J.’s Café 1844, named in honor of their 
son, Andrew Jason, a 2001 graduate who died in an accident in 2005; and local 
residents Dalice and Charlotte benge for their support of benge Colonnade, 
which provides a covered walkway from the union to Mossey library. stephen 
Casai, better known as “saga steve,” received thunderous applause from the 
students when Walsh acknowledged him for his nearly three decades of service 
as the gatekeeper of the campus 
dining service.
 students circulated and com-
pleted a petition in 2005-2006 
urging the administration to some-
Top, lefT To righT: berniece Grewcock 
and president larry Arnn share a laugh 
prior to the Dedication Ceremony. 
Junior Jack shannon opens the cer-
emony with an invocation. bill Grew-
cock speaks with hillsdale professor 
Dr. tom burke prior to the ceremony. 
Katie Anderson, a junior, offers a spe-
cial tribute in honor of richard raese. 
Below: students enjoy their first meal in 
the Knorr family Dining room.
“Something important happens 
in a student union, but 
students don’t even realize it .”
lefT: stephen Casai, aka “saga steve,” stands 
ready to welcome students into the Knorr fam-
ily Dining room. ABove CenTer: the Knorr famil-
ly--Michael and Katie Knorr Mers and Michael 
Mers Jr., nancy Knorr polk ’64, and fred Knorr 
iii--wished to continue a family tradition of in-
volvement at hillsdale in their gift of the Knorr 
family Dining room.
how acknowledge steve’s service to hillsdale College. A plaque in 
the new union’s servery now recognizes his faithful dedication.
 president larry Arnn spoke of how the student union came to 
be, a project that was many years in the making before ground was 
ever broken. “something important happens in a student union, 
but students don’t even realize it,” he said, referring to the pursuit 
of truth that comes about as students study and talk 
together. in paying tribute to benefactors bill and ber-
niece Grewcock, Arnn spoke of their firmness in ability 
and character coupled with their kindness. “you wish to 
do well for them,” Arnn said. “let us live up to the trust 
given us by bill and berniece Grewcock.”
 Arnn then presented the Grewcocks with hon-
orary doctor of public service degrees. Junior Craig 
Kreinbihl read a scripture passage and offered his reflec-
tions. “We are here to renew our purpose and declare 
our gratitude for the blessings we have,” he said. “let us 
carry on our mission for generations to come.”
 following the blessing of the building and a ribbon-
cutting, Arnn declared the Grewcock student union 
officially open. 
ABove: Junior ryan Walsh, serving as master of ceremo-
nies for the student union dedication, helped keep the 
mood light with several witty quips. righT: Andrew and 
Diana istvan pose beside the portrait of their son, A.J. 
istvan, ’01, after whom A.J.’s Cafe 1844 is named. Be-
low: Members of both the Grewcock and Knorr families 
participate in the ribbon-cutting ceremony.
6in the fAll of 2007, the 
first group of students to enroll in 
the newly revitalized Washington-
hillsdale internship program (Whip) 
arrived in the nation’s capital with 
equal measures of excitement and 
trepidation about the opportunities 
awaiting them. When they returned 
to campus, all four participants 
agreed that the semester in Wash-
ington, D.C., had been one of their 
most worthwhile experiences as 
students at hillsdale College.
 Whip began in the 1970s as a 
way to offer students the educa-
tional and cultural opportunities of 
studying off-campus while observ-
ing firsthand the great American 
experiment of self-government 
under law. last spring, the pro-
gram was enriched through the 
establishment of scholarships, 
added coursework and increased 
credit hours in an effort to attract 
more students. it worked.
 Junior nathan Jerauld, a 
political science and spanish 
major from Greenfield, new 
hampshire, considered spending 
a semester abroad until he learned 
about Whip’s reorganization.
 “What really drew me to Whip 
was when i heard they revamped 
the program,” he said. “it sounded 
like a remarkable opportunity.”
 Juliana D’Amico, a junior 
from troy, agreed. but she almost 
missed the chance when she 
decided that studying off campus 
for a semester would cause her 
to miss hillsdale too much.
 “As a political science major, 
i knew Whip was an invaluable 
experience, but i didn’t want to 
leave, because i have had such a 
great time at hillsdale,” D’Amico 
said. “there was a wonderful 
scholarship that came with the 
program, and then all the doors 
opened, and i was excited.” 
 one of those doors led to 
an internship with Congressman 
steve King of the 5th District of 
iowa. students participating in 
Whip are responsible for secur-
ing their own internships, and 
D’Amico pursued a place in King’s 
office after researching the con-
gressman and his voting record. 
 for the first week, D’Amico’s 
workday consisted mainly of clerical 
duties. then she decided to take 
the initiative and look for projects 
on her own, such as compiling an 
intern’s guide for tours from the 
office manuals. D’Amico’s staff co-
workers took notice, and soon she 
was working with the press secre-
tary, establishing media relations 
back in iowa and attending brief-
ings on behalf of the congressman.
 “in that first week, i had a lot 
of free time, and i had to make 
a decision,” D’Amico said. “if i 
on the hill
Washington-hillsdale  
internship program (Whip)
Four Students and Growing
David Bobb, the Director of the Center for Citizenship and 
Constitutional Studies, along with interns Levi Ellis, Juliana D’Amico 
and Nathan Jerauld, pose in front of the Supreme Court.
wanted to attend a nomination 
or hearing, i had to find it. the 
chief of staff is very busy, and 
no one has time to baby-sit you, 
but if you push yourself, it’s really 
worthwhile in the long run.”
 Junior raz shafer of stevenville, 
texas, also worked in a congressio-
nal office and, like D’Amico, made 
every effort to gain the most from 
his experience. shafer began the 
semester as one of three interns 
for Congressman John Carter of 
the 31st District of texas; toward 
the end of his stay, shafer had 
assumed the role of a staff assistant.
 “When i heard something 
needed to get done, i asked for the 
assignment. i didn’t want to leave 
anything on the table,” said shafer, 
a political economy major. “i just 
said a prayer and did my job and 
hoped people above me noticed, 
and that’s what happened.”
 throughout the course of 
his internship, shafer’s duties 
included legislative and constitu-
ent correspondence—the office 
receives about 1,000 letters a 
week—and writing Carter’s weekly 
column in local texas newspa-
pers. he also handled the process 
of sending an American flag to 
the spouse or family of soldiers 
who were wounded or killed.
 Jerauld shouldered much 
responsibility as well through his 
internship at the heritage foun-
dation. he served as a research 
assistant for Dr. Matthew spalding, 
director of the b. Kenneth simon 
Center for American studies, who 
is writing a book on constitutional 
principles and how American per-
ceptions have changed over time. 
Jerauld focused on the impact of 
british constitutional thought, reli-
gion and culture on the American 
colonies. his research required 
weekly trips to the library of Con-
gress, which he took joyfully. on 
occasion, Jerauld also had the 
honor of attending lectures by 
former Attorney General edwin 
Meese, who holds the ronald 
reagan Chair in public policy 
at the heritage foundation.
 “i had so much fun working 
with the people at the heritage 
foundation,” Jerauld said. “they 
all were just so wonderful.”
 in addition to internships, the 
students took public policy with 
Dr. David bobb, hillsdale College 
lecturer in political science and 
Director of the College’s new Center 
for Citizenship and Constitutional 
studies, and national security 
with professor todd lowery. each 
Whip class, worth three credits, 
met for three hours each week. 
the work was challenging but not 
overwhelming, and all the interns 
agreed that taking two hillsdale-
caliber courses while essentially 
working full-time jobs was mitigated 
by discovering the connection 
between what they discussed 
in class and what they did in the 
office. At times, D’Amico would 
show her class notes to the legisla-
tive assistants in the congressional 
office, and they would ask her per-
mission to make copies. 
 for junior levi ellis, his studies 
in public policy and his internship at 
the heritage foundation could not 
have been more complementary. 
As the coalitions relations intern, 
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the future of Whip
shortly after revitalizing the Washington-hillsdale 
internship program, hillsdale College announced 
plans to found the Center for Citizenship and Consti-
tutional studies. the center will be based in Wash-
ington, D.C., and will serve not only as a hub for 
Whip participants but also as an avenue for hillsdale 
to solidify its presence in the nation’s capital.
 the goals of the Center for Citizenship and Con-
stitutional studies are to increase the knowledge 
of the Constitution among elected officials and the 
general citizenry, to support and promote scholar-
ship aimed at returning civic education to the nation’s 
schools, and to provide–in time–vital service to the 
hillsdale College Graduate school of statesman-
ship, one of the goals of the founders Campaign.
 “the Center for Citizenship and Constitutional stud-
ies is an opportunity for hillsdale scholars and students 
to do some missionary work—to go deep into the heart 
of the centralized bureaucratic state and bring the Con-
stitution to those who need it the most,” said Dr. paul 
Moreno, hillsdale College associate professor of history.
 plans include fellowship programs for hillsdale 
students and faculty, as well as other distinguished 
teachers and writers who contribute to the center. Also 
in the works are faculty colloquia, a speakers bureau, 
online courses and an annual conference. Dr. David 
bobb, lecturer in political science and founding direc-
tor of the Charles r. and Kathleen K. hoogland Center 
for teacher excellence at hillsdale College, relocated to 
Washington, D.C., at the end of 2006 to begin work on the 
center and will serve as the director. Moreno, who holds 
the Grewcock Chair in the Constitution of the united 
states, will serve as the center’s senior fellow. 
 “We earnestly hope that the united states can 
return to its heritage of limited, constitutional self-govern-
ment,” Moreno said. “hillsdale has been keeping that 
flame alive, and it would be great for the whole nation 
to see what the College has been doing.” 
 in addition to these aims, the Center will give hillsdale 
College more visibility among the nation’s governing 
bodies as the College continues to expand its national 
influence. And as an added benefit, the Center will pro-
vide hillsdale students with a stepping stone, besides 
Whip, toward launching careers in Washington, D.C.
Continued on page 31.
While in Washington, D.C., the WHIP interns had the opportunity  
to attend events such as the College’s Churchill Dinner, where  
they met Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas.
8Join the Club
student Clubs and Activities offer opportunities for Growth
for one saturday night in 
november, the classical sounds of 
choral music that usually float from 
Mcnamara rehearsal hall in howard 
Music hall were transformed into 
the pounding rhythms of rock as 
the third annual battle of the bands 
was launched. this popular charity 
event, featuring ten student bands, 
drew over 600 people and raised 
$1,500 for two organizations.
 pi beta phi sorority and phi 
Mu Alpha men’s music fraternity 
sponsor battle of the bands, with 
the former handling logistics and 
decorating and the latter coordi-
nating the bands. each year, they 
each choose a charity to support; 
this year, phi Mu Alpha selected 
the reading Middle school music 
program while pi beta phi des-
ignated the Arrowmont school 
of Arts and Crafts in Gatlinburg, 
tennessee (pi beta phi’s national 
philanthropy) as beneficiary.
 Katie Andary, ’08, the philan-
thropy chairman 
of pi beta phi, 
began working 
on details of the 
event last summer. 
she recruited two 
outside sound 
technicians, solic-
ited donations for 
raffle prizes from 
local businesses, 
and coordinated 
the sale of t-shirts 
to help raise 
money. When the 
fall semester began, phi Mu Alpha 
posted a sign-up sheet outside 
of the student Activities office 
for interested bands. each band 
paid an entrance fee of $25, which 
went toward the grand prize.
 on the night of the “battle,” 
each band played a 15-minute set. 
three faculty members—Jim hol-
leman, ivan pongracic and Justin 
Jackson—formed an American 
Idol -style panel of judges and 
offered each band written com-
ments following their set. in addi-
tion to their votes, students voted 
for their favorite band on the back 
of their tickets. When all the votes 
were tallied late into the night, the 
narrows—consisting of seniors 
Jonathan Dunn, Kyle Janke and 
evan Moran—emerged victorious. 
the openinG of the Grewcock student union in January marked the start of a weekend of activities 
celebrating student life at hillsdale College. While academics remains the focus of hillsdale’s mission, college life 
consists of much more. student clubs and activities not only offer a break from the rigors of study, but also teach 
important lessons in leadership and teamwork. the following pages offer a sampling of popular student activities and 
organizations at hillsdale College.
Continued on page 10.
bAttle of the bAnDs
in the world of business, 
sometimes an opportunity is all 
it takes. that’s how the hillsdale 
College chapter of students in 
free enterprise (sife) began, and 
those involved in the group aim 
to demonstrate how the campus 
and community can take advan-
tage of their own opportunities.
 sife is an international, non-
profit organization that promotes 
entrepreneurship, financial literacy, 
success skills, business ethics and 
free-market economics. it exists 
in 45 countries with nearly 1,000 
chapters on college campuses 
throughout the united states.
hillsdale’s chapter got its start when 
samuel russell, then a sophomore, 
received word from the office of 
institutional Advancement that a 
group of alumni and friends of the 
College were interested in sup-
porting a sife group on campus. 
russell, now a senior and a market-
ing management major, jumped at 
the chance to apply his business 
education for the gain of others.
 “by reaching out, we’re able to 
learn these principles better our-
selves,” russell said, “and it’s some-
thing that could have a lasting ben-
efit to the campus and community.”
 in just its second year, the 
hillsdale sife chapter has already 
proven just how much it can 
offer. for the youth in local middle 
schools, there’s young investors, 
a 12-week course about the rela-
tionship between free markets 
and the stock market. for young 
adults, there’s the career seminar, 
which gives advice for employ-
ment in a tight job market.
stuDents in free enterprise
Continued on page 10.
Lead singer and keyboardist for The Narrows, 
Evan Moran,’08, croons to the crowd. 
9During early fall semester, students from all ends of campus gathered for 
outdoor singing and worship with the new Hillsdale Christian Fellowship.
As A freshman, Anna  
Ashmore noticed the discon-
nection between athletes and 
non-athletes at hillsdale College. 
“Athletes tended to sit together 
in the cafeteria, and there was 
not a lot of interaction between 
them and their non-athletic coun-
terparts,” she said. Determined 
to change that, Ashmore began 
brainstorming and working with 
Katy Crissman, ’03, the College’s 
first student Activities Director, to 
set goals and come up with ideas 
for a spirit Club. now, as a senior 
and president of the spirit Club, 
Ashmore sees a noticeable differ-
ence in school spirit and the bonds 
between athletes and non-athletes.
 the spirit Club sponsors several 
events throughout the year to sup-
port athletes and generate school 
pride, including a Charger Date 
Auction and a Midnight Madness-
type event held prior to basketball 
season that was opened up to the 
community. in January, the club, 
along with Alpha 
tau omega, sigma 
Chi and student fed-
eration, sponsored 
a rock concert in 
the new Grewcock 
student union to 
kick off the semester, 
featuring two bands 
from Detroit and 
two student bands. 
 the heart of 
the spirit Club is the 
My Charger…our 
ChAMps! program. 
“My Charger…our ChAMps! pairs 
a student with an athlete on each 
team,” Ashmore explained. During 
the athlete’s season, the student 
attends all home games and gives 
notes of encouragement and 
goodie bags to the athlete before 
games. the spirit Club hosts a “Meet 
and Greet” event at the start of 
each season for the athletes and 
their student supporters to get 
to know each other as well as an 
end-of-season party. Additionally, 
the student participants receive 
a free t-shirt with their Charger’s 
number on it. but ultimately, “the 
goal of this program is really to 
build relationships beyond the 
athletic season,” Ashmore said.
 “this makes our guys feel appre-
ciated,” head football Coach Keith 
otterbein said of the program. “it’s 
great to watch the athletes and 
spirit Club
thouGh neW in appear-
ance, hillsdale Christian fellow-
ship (hCf) is not a new student 
organization on campus. rather, 
it is the new name for a coalition 
of many ministries of interVarsity 
Christian fellowship. 
 “We’re officially called inter-
Varsity, but for so long, people 
assumed interVarsity was just 
a thursday night meeting, and 
that’s never what it was intended 
to be,” said senior Jamie brogan, 
a member of the leadership 
team. “We decided to change 
the name to bring clarity and 
unity to Christians on campus.”
 the new moniker isn’t the only 
alteration in store for hCf. the large 
group meetings on thursday nights, 
previously held every other week, 
will change to once a month. that 
event has been coined hCf unite 
and will serve as an all-fellowship 
gathering for Christians on campus.
 there is also the network, a 
gathering of Christian leaders at 
hillsdale for a time of testimony, 
prayer and wor-
ship, in addition 
to frontlines, 
the small groups 
ministry. All these 
efforts work for 
the expressed pur-
pose of unifying 
and encouraging 
Christian students 
to form friend-
ships and practice 
fellowship.
 “i’m really 
encouraged that 
it’s not an ‘us and 
them’ situation 
anymore,” brogan 
said. “you see 
people across the spectrum on 
campus praising God together, 
and you start rubbing shoulders 
with people you don’t normally 
rub shoulders with, and that’s 
what the body of Christ is.”
 toward that end, hCf part-
nered with Athletes in Action, a 
collegiate ministry for Christian 
athletes. senior Mark nicolet 
serves as the student-leader for 
Athletes in Action (AiA) and also 
on the hCf leadership team. he 
said AiA fills an important need 
for those who balance athletics, 
academics and student life.
 “our schedules and struggles 
hillsDAle ChristiAn felloWship
Continued on page 10.
Continued on page 11.
The Spirit Club’s Charger leaders coordinate 
activities for each Hillsdale sport.
10
 “When our name was called, it 
was elating to say the least, know-
ing that people were connecting 
with our music and ideas, feeling 
the energy we put into it, and also 
having fun with it,” said Moran, 
who sings and plays guitar and key-
board for the narrows. the band 
presented a show in Grewcock 
student union in early february, 
at which they sold copies of a 
five-song ep that they recorded. 
 While students enjoyed a night 
of great music and the bands got to 
play their music to a large, enthusi-
astic crowd, the members of pi beta 
phi and phi Mu Alpha were thrilled 
to present generous checks to their 
respective charities afterward.
 Monica VanDerWeide, ’95
SIFE continued from page 8.
Bands continued from page 8.
Bassist for The Narrows, Kyle Janke, ’08, tunes up with lead 
singer and guitarist, Evan Moran, ’08, before the show begins.
are a little different than other 
students on campus,” nicolet said. 
“We talk about issues with team-
mates, time management and any 
problems on and off the field. 
it’s a source of encouragement 
for athletes from all the teams.”
 though time is already at a 
premium for student-athletes, AiA 
holds weekly gatherings on sunday 
evenings for prayer, games and 
discussion. the group also attends 
a winter retreat for student-athletes 
throughout the Midwest and hosts 
a compact version of AiA’s speCiAl 
(spiritual principles + exhaustion = 
Confidence in the Almighty lord)—a 
physically demanding course of 
events that teaches dependence on 
the strength of God—twice a year.
 nicolet appreciates the fel-
lowship he and his fellow Chargers 
receive from one another through 
AiA and hopes those involved will 
continue to grow in their spiritual 
walk—not simply because they 
attend AiA, but also through the 
time spent among others who share 
the common bonds of athletics 
and the Christian faith at hillsdale.
 “i think AiA can have an impact 
because sports is such a visible 
opportunity to be a platform for 
Christ,” he said. “you’re immediately 
forced into a role of influence, 
and that’s exciting if you want 
to be a light that people see.”
 this light will only be strength-
ened through AiA’s involvement 
with hCf. each ministry might 
appeal to a certain group of stu-
dents, but at the end of the day, 
they all seek the same mission: to be 
“committed to the primary purpose 
of being Christ’s witnesses in that 
place so that others might come to 
know, love and follow him as lord.” 
And as athletes know, perhaps 
more deeply than others, there’s 
nothing like being part of a team.
 “the more we can bridge 
that gap, the more students can 
support athletes and athletes can 
support other students,” nicolet 
said. “We’re all going to have a 
better experience for that.”
 Jeremy Young, ’04
HCF continued from page 9.
 sife also orchestrates a pair 
of programs for the general com-
munity. Groundbreakers is a forum 
where small businesses discuss 
advertising, funding and other tools 
for entrepreneurial success, and 
a community arts network aims 
to help local artists by displaying 
their work in businesses through-
out hillsdale. Also on the horizon 
is a paint-by-numbers mural.
 “We’re trying to fill the needs 
of the community on all differ-
ent levels,” russell said. “the 
ideas of free-market economics 
work no matter how depressed 
the economy might be, so we 
understand these difficulties and 
work with people as much as we 
can. it’s a matter of education.”
  toward that end and with 
greater perspective, the hillsdale 
chapter developed the interna-
tional educational school and 
essay Contest, which will offer two 
scholarships to pay for the senior 
year of high school for students in 
Costa rica and the philippines. the 
money for these scholarships will 
be provided by the chapter’s fund-
raising efforts and by donations 
from the advisory board—a group 
of hillsdale alumni and friends who 
serve a mentoring role to members.
 this combination of commit-
ted supporters and motivated 
students led to hillsdale attending 
a sife regional competition last 
spring, where they presented an 
annual report to a judging panel 
of representatives from major 
corporations—sife supporters 
include 3M, Wal-Mart, pepsiCo. 
and Kellogg’s—as well as small 
companies. the hillsdale chapter 
returned home with the rookie of 
the year Award, and russell said 
that this year the group hopes to 
attend the national conference.
 “sife gives students the oppor-
tunity to accomplish goals, and we 
have a great set of leaders lined up 
for next year,” russell said. “We’d 
just like to see increased involve-
ment in the student body and an 
increased impact in the community.”
 Jeremy Young, ’04
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hillsDAle College mourned 
the loss of art instructor patric  
fourshé only two weeks into 
the spring semester. he died 
on January 29 from complica-
tions following a massive heart 
attack he suffered six days 
earlier. he was 64 years old.
 fourshé joined hillsdale’s Art 
Department in 1997 as a part-time 
graphic design instructor, becom-
ing a full-time member in 2005. 
“professor fourshé’s expertise in 
teaching digital design and his 
effectiveness as a teacher resulted 
in increased demand for his 
courses and the creation of addi-
tional sections in the past several 
years,” Art Department Chairman 
sam Knecht said. in addition to 
his teaching duties, he served 
as Daughtrey Gallery manager 
and web and graphic publicity 
manager for the department. 
 born in the Detroit area, four-
shé earned a bachelor’s degree 
with honors from the Art Center 
College of Design in pasadena, 
California, in 1968. he returned to 
the Detroit area where he worked 
in the illustration and advertis-
ing design field. he also served 
as graphic design editor for the 
Detroit Free Press sunday supple-
ment magazine. in 1972, he began 
working at the Center for Creative 
studies in Detroit as an advertis-
ing design professor. throughout 
his career, he produced his own 
artwork, exhibiting it at summer 
art fairs and, in more recent years, 
at hillsdale. he earned numer-
ous awards for his work from the 
Graphic Arts Guild and had work 
published in annuals produced 
by the society of illustrators.
 fourshé moved to hillsdale 
County in the 1990s, building a 
house that overlooked his 80-
acre private nature reserve. he 
loved motorcycling and frequently 
rode his motorcycle to the 
College. but he dedicated himself 
to his students, often spending 
evenings and his free time helping 
them develop their creativity.
 “that’s what he empha-
sized most,” Art lecturer Doug 
Coon said. “even though he was 
teaching in a technical medium, 
he didn’t want that to over-
power the creative aspect.”
 Current faculty, students and 
alumnus bryan springer, ’94, have 
assumed fourshé’s duties for the 
rest of the semester. in the fall, 
the Art Department will host a 
retrospective exhibit of fourshé’s 
artwork in the Daughtrey Gallery.
 fourshé is survived by his 
daughter and son-in-law, Kiersten 
and Mark latham, and granddaugh-
ter, Callen, of lindsborg, Kansas.
 Monica VanDerWeide, ’95
patric “professor patric” fourshé
• Graphic design instructor since 1997
• Served as Daughtrey Gallery manager and web 
and publicity manager for the Art Department
• earned a b.A. with honors from  
Art Center College of Design
non-athletes develop relationships 
in a relaxed social environment.”
 the response from coaches 
and athletes to the spirit Club 
has been overwhelmingly posi-
tive. “i’ve received personal let-
ters and e-mails from them 
thanking me for this program,” 
Ashmore said. “the coaches 
say that if the stands are full, the 
teams play better, too.”  
  “As alumni, we have a deep 
sense of pride for hillsdale,” 
otterbein added. “this is a way 
to really ignite that hillsdale 
spirit in our students.” 
 Ashmore and eight Charger 
leaders—one for each sport—coordi-
nate all activities for their respective 
sport, including all responsibilities 
for My Charger…our ChAMps!, 
planning student activities at half-
time, finding volunteers to be the 
mascot and fundraising. remarkably, 
the spirit Club operates with no 
budget from the College. “We raise 
our own money,” Ashmore said. 
“We take risks all the time, because 
we literally do not have a budget. 
but we have received donations 
from the coaches, Dr. Arnn and local 
businesses. the hillsdale community 
supports the College in a great way.”
 those students who have made 
the commitment to the spirit Club 
have found it to be well worth 
the time, as they build friendships 
and develop pride in hillsdale. 
“hillsdale is a liberal arts college, 
and athletics are a part of the liberal 
arts experience,” Ashmore said. 
“it’s important to remember that.”
 Monica VanDerWeide, ’95
College remembers  
Art instructor patric fourshé
professor Dedicated to Developing students’ Creativity
Spirit continued from page 9.
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freshman fACulty
Coming back to the ’Dale 
Alumna Deborah Kent Joins Mathematics Department
Deborah Kent
Assistant professor of Mathematics
b.A., hillsdale College, 2000
M.A., university of Virginia, 2003
ph.D., university of Virginia, 2005
Joined hillsdale faculty in 2007
hillsDAle’s new assistant 
professor of mathematics began 
her first full-time teaching job in 
familiar territory. Deborah Kent, 
a 2000 alumna, returned to her 
alma mater last fall to experience 
hillsdale from a different perspec-
tive—the front of the classroom.
 Kent lived on both coasts, 
first in seattle and then in boston, 
before coming to 
the Midwest to 
attend hillsdale 
College, which 
she learned 
about through 
her father’s  
Imprimis sub-
scription. she 
completed a 
triple major—eng-
lish, German 
and mathemat-
ics—graduating 
with high honors. 
in addition to 
her rigorous aca-
demic load, Kent 
studied piano, belonged to sigma 
Alpha iota women’s music fraternity 
and the A.A. Milne society, and 
was selected as one of eight distin-
guished senior women for lamp-
lighters honorary her senior year. 
 upon her graduation, Kent pur-
sued graduate work in mathematics. 
“the decision to go into graduate 
work in math was as much a prag-
matic decision as anything,” she said. 
“i’ve always liked math and litera-
ture, but i figured there were more 
job options in the field of math.”
 Kent earned both her mas-
ter’s and doctoral degrees from 
the university of Virginia, and 
conducted post-doctoral studies 
at simon fraser university in brit-
ish Columbia. she concentrated 
her studies in the area of the his-
tory of mathematics, specifically 
19th century scientific structure.
 “Many people don’t realize 
how mathematics has developed 
over the years; they think the for-
mulas in their textbooks have just 
always been there,” she said. “i 
hope to give math majors some 
context about what they’re study-
ing and give non-majors a greater 
appreciation of the subject.”
 in her first semester, Kent taught 
Calculus i and Calculus iii. After 
teaching several classes of 400 
students as a graduate instructor, 
teaching hillsdale’s small classes 
has been an adjustment for Kent. 
nonetheless, she has enjoyed get-
ting to know her colleagues in the 
Mathematics Department and looks 
forward to expanding her offerings 
in the spring semester by teaching 
courses in analysis, mathematics 
education and a senior seminar. 
she also hopes to develop some 
classes that encompass her spe-
cialty in the history of mathematics.
 before returning to hillsdale last 
fall, Kent had not been to campus 
since her graduation in 2000. now 
that she is back, she has taken in 
many of the co-curricular activities 
that enrich student and faculty life, 
such as Center for Constructive 
Alternatives lectures and music con-
certs. she gave a talk at the Kappa 
Mu epsilon mathematics honorary 
luncheon during the fall semester 
and will participate in several confer-
ences and colloquiums in the spring.
 Kent views the study of math-
ematics as an important part of a 
liberal arts education. “i hope to 
convey content to my students, 
of course,” she said. “but i also 
want to give students a bigger 
picture of math and how it relates 
to history and other disciplines.”
 Monica VanDerWeide, ’95
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alumni neWs
1940s
Beverly Leachman Mann, ’46, and her 
husband, ted, moved to a retirement 
life community in november 2006. they 
see their six children often and enjoy 
the proximity of West florida university 
in addition to pensacola. they liked the 
Kappa Kappa Gamma cart on the cover 
of the last issue of Hillsdale Magazine.
1960s
Lewis E. Munn, ’66, finished a big field 
measurement job for KCAA radio in 
san bernardino, California, last winter. 
his wife passed away a year ago in 
Michigan. lewis is still in broadcasting 
doing contract work. he resides at 282 
old Divide road, roundup, Mt 59072.
Jose Gamarra, DSP, ’69, has moved 
and currently resides at p.o. box 
624, ellenton, fl 34222. e-mail: 
pepecourse@yahoo.com
1970s
Jim Jenkins, ’70, retired from Cnn on 
september 4, 2007, after 26 years as 
writer and segment producer. his 40+ 
years in broadcasting began in hillsdale 
at WCsr radio with tony flynn and 
fellow hillsdale alum Parke Hayes, ’67.
five radio stations in as many states 
later, including a stint as a news director 
at WtVb radio in Coldwater, Jim joined 
Cnn headline news in December 
1981. e-mail: jenkins260@aol.com
Susan George Brass, ’71, and her 
husband, John, live at 7174 tarpon 
bay Court, Maumee, oh 43537. e-mail: 
brasss4@buckeye-express.com
Curt Szajnecki, ’73, has co-authored 
a book (with helen Wisocki) entiled 
Innocence Betrayed—A Dad’s Story 
of Clergy Misconduct. A companion 
workbook for teachers and parents is 
also available that will aid children and 
vulnerable adults in noticing the signs 
of clergy misconduct and where help 
can be found. Curt now resides at 8120 
hazelton, Dearborn heights, Mi 48127. 
e-mail: curtszajnecki@comcast.net
Jim Gustafson, ’74, Bill Davey, ’74, 
Kerry Murphy Claus, ’74, and Ed 
Gwilt, ’76, pose for a picture outside 
Cheli’s Chili bar during the first annual 
Detroit Alumni Club summer gathering 
at Comerica park. Alumni from all over 
the Detroit area and two busloads of 
College faculty and staff joined the 
fun on June 25, 2007, as the Detroit 
tigers took on the texas rangers. 
Glenn William 
Hervish, ’74, has 
been elected 
chairman of 
boA editions 
ltd., a nationally 
recognized 
nonprofit poetry publishing press in 
rochester, new york. boA publishes 
ten to 12 books of poetry annually. 
Many boA authors have won poetry 
honors, including four pulitzer prize 
awards. boA poems are frequently 
read by Garrison Keillor on the prairie 
home Companion on pbs radio. in 
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addition, Glenn and his wife, helen, 
serve as chairs of the George eastman 
society for the George eastman 
house, also in rochester. George 
eastman house is the former mansion 
of the eastman Kodak founder. 
Jane Blue Martin, ’75, and her 
husband, robert, a retired Army 
major, have moved to a new house in 
olympia, Washington. Jane works for 
lumbermens, a 125-year-old northwest 
company that is now part of pro-build, 
a new national company, which is the 
largest supplier of building materials 
for contractors in the united states. in 
April, Jane will have worked there for 13 
years. Jane and robert currently reside 
at 1726 Melinda Court ne, olympia, WA 
98516. e-mail: jbmdragon@msn.com
Dr. Rebecca 
Schmidt 
Abel, ’77, 
PBP, was 
awarded 
the national 
Kidney 
foundation’s 
Gift of 
life award on January 18, 2008, in 
pittsburgh, pennsylvania. this award 
was given in recognition of her 
accomplishments in the field of kidney 
disease and prevention. becky was 
joined at this award ceremony by her 
husband, Daniel, and two of her sorority 
sisters and their husbands, Karin Osby 
O’Sullivan, ’78, PBP, and Joanna James 
Wiseley, ’76, PBP. becky is a professor 
of medicine and is chief of nephrology 
at West Virginia university. in 2005, 
she received the WVu school of 
Medicine Dean’s Award for excellence 
in community service. in 2006, she was 
honored as a local legend among WVu 
Women Who have Made a Difference. 
in 2007, she received the ethyl and 
Gerry heebink Award for Distinguished 
service to the state of West Virginia. 
1980s
Dr. Goshtasb Javdan, ’83, has moved. 
his new address is MD 51 bella Vista 
Gardens, Mayaguez, pr 00680.
Mark Fisher, ’86, who is presently 
a master sergeant in the Michigan 
Air national Guard, received the 
first sergeant of the year Award in 
December 2007. he is in the 127th 
Communications squadron, which 
is part of the 127th Wing Air tactical 
Command at selfridge Air national 
Guard base in Mount Clemens. Mark 
has been in the Air force for 18 years. 
he was deployed to israel in february. 
Mark, his wife, Veronica, and their 
children, Vanessa, Mark ii and nicholas, 
moved to traverse City in 2001. he is 
employed by Munson Medical Center 
as a radiology service engineer and 
was with General electric prior to the 
move. the family currently resides at 
1785 townline road, traverse City, Mi 
49686. e-mail: mfisher1@mhc.net
Beth Deer Walker, 
’87, publicly 
announced on 
october 30, 2007, 
her candidacy 
for the West 
Virginia supreme 
Court of Appeals. beth is a partner 
in the Charleston office of bowles 
rice McDavid Graff & love llp. since 
joining the firm 17 years ago, she has 
concentrated her practice on labor and 
employment law. she has also served 
in firm management as a member of 
the firm’s executive committee and as 
the firm’s human resources chair. beth 
advises large and small employers in 
a wide variety of industries, including 
manufacturing, energy, health care, 
financial services, professional services 
and associations and retail sales. she 
also frequently represents higher 
education entities, municipalities, 
counties and boards of education in the 
public sector. beth’s skills as a lawyer 
have been recognized by her being 
included in Best Lawyers in America, 
published by Woodward/White. she is 
also listed in America’s Leading Lawyers 
for Business, published by Chambers 
usA. beth is admitted to practice in 
the united states supreme Court, u.s. 
Court of Appeals for the fourth and 
sixth Circuits, District Courts in West 
Virginia and ohio and the supreme 
Court of Appeals of West Virginia. in 
1999, beth was selected to participate 
in leadership West Virginia and now 
serves on that organization’s board of 
Directors. she is a past president of the 
board of Kanawha pastoral Counseling 
Center and currently serves as vice 
chair of the board of directors of Girl 
scouts of black Diamond Council. beth 
is vice chair of the human resources 
Committee for the West Virginia 
Chamber of Commerce. beth graduated 
summa cum laude in 1987 from hillsdale 
College and earned her law degree in 
1990 from the ohio state university, 
where she was articles editor for The 
Ohio State Law Journal. she currently 
serves on the Alumni board of hillsdale 
College. her husband, Mike, is the 
executive vice president of Cecil i. 
Walker Machinery Co., a family-owned 
company that distributes construction 
equipment. the family resides in 
south Charleston, West Virginia. 
Christa Yazodzinski Malton, ’88,
and her family have moved. their 
new address is 3610 Woolper 
road, petersburg, Ky 41080. e-mail: 
ccleeandsarah@yahoo.com
Marc and Jill Richards, ’88; ’89, 
PBP, send greetings from livingston, 
Montana, where they have been for 
four years. they live five minutes from 
the yellowstone river, nestled in the 
rocky Mountains. Marc is the Gis/it 
department head for park County, and 
after 15 years of classroom teaching, 
Jill is now the program manager 
for big brothers big sisters of park 
County. they are raising their three 
children, Madeline, age 11, ethan, 
age eight, and Jonah, age four, who 
are healthy, happy young people. 
While not climbing the corporate 
ladder, changing the political world or 
making excessive amounts of money, 
they are proud of their successes, 
measured in happiness, faith, service 
and the richness of friends and family. 
they would love to hear from fellow 
hillsdale grads. reach them at 121 n. 
Wineglass loop, livingston, Mt 59047.
Karen Johnson Yost, ’88, and her 
husband, David, reside at 21 burdekin 
Drive, sinnamon park, QlD 4073, 
Australia. e-mail: kyost1@aol.com
Brian Fleetham, ’89, was named 
a 2007 Michigan super lawyer in 
the area of health care law. this 
designation is limited to five percent 
of the total attorneys in Michigan. 
brian is the head of the health care 
law department of law, Weathers & 
richardson in Grand rapids. e-mail: 
onegameseason@charter.net
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1990s
Christopher Baccus, ’94, graduated 
from the university of Michigan’s 
executive MbA program in April 2007. 
he recently accepted a new job with 
Wunderman team Detroit, where 
he is a senior digital brand strategist 
working on the lincoln and Mercury 
automotive brands. he currently resides 
at 1428 bird Avenue, birmingham, Mi 
48009. e-mail: chris@fluididea.com
Shane Salisbury, ’95, SC, started 
working for the united states postal 
service this past year. he currently 
works in fort Wayne, indiana. 
shane resides in Waterloo, indiana, 
with his wife, Jenny, son, nicholas, 
and daughter, emma. e-mail: 
shanelsalisbury@yahoo.com
Kyan Donaldson Zeller, ’95, holds 
the position of associate director of 
corporate relations at Michigan state 
university. this is a correction from the 
fall 2007 Hillsdale Magazine where 
it was listed that she is the director. 
e-mail: skzeller@comcast.net
Wayne Bear, ’96, and his wife, 
Katherine, live in shanghai, China, where 
Wayne is a flavor chemist, specializing 
in mint, for a swiss flavor and fragrance 
company called Givaudan. Wayne 
and Katherine have two daughters, 
Annette, age six, and Kaylee, age 
three. they wish to accredit God 
for all he has done for them. e-mail: 
wayne.bear@givaudan.com
Katherine Harter Carroll, ’96, has a
new address: 681 lake stone Circle, 
ponte Vedre beach, fl 32082. 
e-mail: katieharter@yahoo.com
Darrin Rodgers, 
’96, serves as 
director of the 
flower pentecostal 
heritage Center (the 
denominational 
archives and 
museum of the Assemblies of God). 
he earned a master’s degree in 
theology from the Assemblies of God 
theological seminary and a JD from 
the university of north Dakota school 
of law. When asked about his legal 
education, he quips that he moved 
“from law to grace.” he previously was 
on staff at fuller theological seminary 
in pasadena, California. he is editor of 
Assemblies of God Heritage magazine, 
and he authored Northern Harvest (a 
history of the pentecostal movement in 
north Dakota) and numerous articles 
published in reference books and 
journals. he was a speaker at the Azusa 
street Centennial in 2006 and serves as 
a leader in the society for pentecostal 
studies. Darrin resides at 5095 east 
Copper ridge street, springfield, Mo 
65809. e-mail: drodgers@ag.org
Dr. Jason Swain, ’99, DSP, has recently 
accepted the position of scientific direc-
tor of assisted reproductive laboratories 
at the university of Michigan as an as-
sistant professor with the Department of 
obstetrics and Gynecology in the Divi-
sion of reproductive endocrinology and 
infertility. Jason oversees the daily activi-
ties within the clinical iVf laboratory and 
continues to conduct scientific research 
aimed at the improvement of current 
success rates in treatment of human 
infertility. e-mail: swainje@hotmail.com
SPRING CONSTRUCTION PLANNED!
Independence Grove
at Hillsdale College
We Made a Great Retirement Community 
Even Better!
NEW!
Enhanced Value Plan Includes:
• Lower Entrance Fees
• Significantly Reduced Service Fees
• Revised Floorplans
• More Options with Amenities: Customized to 
meet more of your needs
You asked and we listened... Call or come in and find out all the details. 1-800-398-8193
1620 Barber Drive
Hillsdale, MI 49242 
www.independencegroveathillsdalecollege.com
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Almis Udrys, ’99, was an invited lecturer 
at pepperdine university’s Graduate 
school of public policy, presenting his 
perspective on “health policy from the 
trenches” as the principal consultant 
on health policy for the 32-member 
California Assembly republican Caucus. 
e-mail: udrysa@hotmail.com
2000s
Jonathan and Laura Nordin Fazekas, 
’00, ’99, lost their daughter, samantha 
Jane, on september 18, 2007, at their 
home. other survivors include sister, 
sophia; two brothers, Micah and 
Joshua; and grandparents, John and 
ellen nordin of rogers City, and steve 
and Melanie fazekas of florence, 
Kentucky. the family resides at 3874 
idlebrook lane, florence, Ky 41005. 
e-mail: laura.fazekas@gmail.com
Sarah 
Hempel Irani, 
’00, has been 
working on 
two over-life-
size figures 
depicting 
saint Joseph 
and the 
blessed 
Virgin Mary. she articulated each of the 
sculptures, full scale, in clay and had the 
plaster casts copied in marble by stone 
carvers. the sculpture of the Virgin Mary 
was carved by Virginia carver Malcolm 
harlow. last october, sarah was in 
peitrasanta, italy, where she oversaw 
the completion of saint Joseph at an 
italian marble studio. the sculptures 
were dedicated in a celebratory mass 
on november 17, 2007, at our lady 
of Mercy Catholic Church in potomac, 
Maryland. sarah lives in frederick, 
Maryland, with her husband, erik, and 
their siberian husky, emma. e-mail: 
hempelsculpture@msn.com
Sarah Simmons, ’00, received 
a ph.D. in economics from the 
university of Virginia on January 
4, 2008. she has been an assistant 
professor of economics at rhodes 
College in Memphis, tennessee, 
since the fall of 2007. 
Andrea Staebler, 
’00, married 
Dominique berton 
in 2005. they 
had their first 
child, isabelle 
louise Justine, 
in May 2006. the family moved from 
Washington, D.C., to Arlington, Virginia, 
in november 2006. Additionally, 
Andrea began a new job with the 
u.s. Department of Commerce, 
international trade Administration, 
as an international trade specialist 
in Washington, D.C., in november 
2007. the family resides at 3041 s. 
buchanan street, Arlington, VA 22206. 
e-mail: agstaebler@hotmail.com
Angela Perrault Kirschner, ’01, 
graduated in July 2006 from the 
university of phoenix with a master’s 
degree in elementary education. 
Angela and her husband, bill, reside 
at 13328 n. 153rd lane, surprise, AZ 
85379. e-mail: akirschner@cox.net
Adam and Zachary Klumpp, ’02, 
’05, have a new mailing address: 
1697 imperial Drive, Apt. D-2, 
rock springs, Wy 82901. 
Kyle Denholm, ’03, recently graduated 
from palmer College of Chiropractic 
in Davenport, iowa, and is currently 
practicing in Grayling. Kyle’s address 
is p.o. box 2104, Gaylord, Mi 49734. 
e-mail: kyledenholm@gmail.com
Michelle Long, ’07, has recently 
moved to the boston area where 
she has a permanent position at 
the north shore Music theatre 
as the light board operator and 
programmer in residence. e-mail: 
michellejenniferirene@gmail.com
hoW Do i subMit neWs?
send it in the enclosed business reply envelope, or
e-mail it to magazine@hillsdale.edu.
• photos will be returned—be sure to include 
your name on the back of the photo.
• photos may also be submitted electronically 
(.jpg, .tif, .eps). high resolution fi les will 
produce better results. scan at 300 dpi or 
set your digital camera to fine/superfi ne.
• please include class years of alumni.
NOTE: hillsdale only prints announcements that are 
submitted by you or, in the case of an obituary, the 
immediate family. We will not print obituaries or 
other announcements that have been submitted by 
someone other than an immediate family member.
Any Questions? 
Call Monica VanDerWeide at (517) 607-2624 or e-mail magazine@hillsdale.edu.
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weddings
e-mail us your news at magazine@hillsdale.edu or use 
the enclosed postage-paid envelope. to submit news 
for the next issue of Hillsdale Magazine, please send it 
to us by April 30, 2008.
1960s
Gladys Calderon, ’64, married Dr. 
Victor M. Cruz on september 22, 
2007, at the northville City hall in 
northville. the mayor of northville, 
the honorable Christopher Johnson, 
officiated the ceremony that was 
followed by a reception. Gladys is 
a private investor, and Victor is the 
owner and director of Cruz Clinic, an 
outpatient psychiatric clinic in livonia. 
they make their home in northville and 
Madre perla e-12, Dorado, pr 00646.
1990s
Dan Romence, 
’92, married 
Cally Klonaris 
on June 23, 
2007. the 
wedding took 
place on Grand 
bahama island 
where Dan is 
the general manager for bradford Grand 
bahama, ltd., part of one of the world’s 
largest mega-yacht repair companies. 
Cally, born in the bahamas, is of Greek 
heritage, with many members of her 
family continuing to live on the island of 
Kalymnos, near rhodes. Dan and Cally 
will make their home in the port lucaya 
area near freeport, Grand bahama. 
Julie Hasenbein, ’93, married paul 
snyder on August 4, 2007, at scottsdale 
bible Church in scottsdale, Arizona. 
hillsdale friends who braved the 
summer heat to join the celebration 
were Laurie Doden, ’93; Ellen 
Johnston Neebes, ’93; Jacquelyn 
Saunders, ’93; and Joni Westblade who 
represented the Westblade family. Many 
friends from around the world and 
across the states were able to attend 
the wedding. in June 2007, Julie left 
her position at black forest Academy, 
Germany, after 11 years of missionary 
service. the couple has settled in 
phoenix, Arizona. 
e-mail: juliesnyder2@yahoo.com
Jonathan (Jack) Koller, ’96, was 
married to Julie Gurley, ’99, on 
october 28, 2006. they were married at 
the falls Church in falls Church, Virginia. 
included in the wedding party were 
Peter Koller, ’99; David Bobb, ’96; 
Wes Kelley, ’96; Deborah Kent, ’00; 
Bethany Alverson Michelson, ’99; and
J.T. McFarland, ’96. Also attending the 
wedding were: Ingrid Floit, ’98; Joe 
Jeannette, ’02; Kelly Fannin Shirkey, 
’99; David Michelson, ’98; Theresa 
Quackenbush, ’99; Ben Fisher, ’98; 
Micah Swafford Leydorf, ’95; Hilary 
Kirk Erickson, ’98; Jobi Parrish, ’93; 
Elizabeth Snyder, ’98; David Joy, ’96; 
Mary Moorman, ’01; Darrin Rodgers, 
’96; Dan Rohrer, ’96; Nicole Tracey 
Prestin, ’97; Tom Prestin, ’96; Sundown 
Burkman Kelley, ’97; Stephanie 
Brown, ’96; Andrea Staebler 
Berton, ’00; Aaron Wright, ’96; Lisa 
Piini Randall, ’98; Ginnie Wagner, 
’00; Jennifer Lobaugh Lutz, ’98; 
Brock Lutz, ’98; Allison Lauderdale 
Pafford, ’00; and Kate Shuster Klein, 
’99. the couple resides at 4235 32nd 
road south, Arlington, VA 22206.
Laura Anne 
Dykes, ’97, CO,
was married to 
Mark Alexander 
Carl, D.D.s., on 
April 29, 2006, 
in spokane, 
Washington. 
they celebrat-
ed their marriage on August 11, 2007, on 
the infinity yacht of saint Clair shores. 
hillsdale friends in attendance were 
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Heidi Pearson Becker, ’97, KKG; Jenni-
fer Campbell, ’98, CO; Robert Farhat, 
’97, DTD; Karina Kilpelainen Gold, ’97, 
KKG; Matthew Harris, ’98, DTD; Cath-
erine Podolinski Knight, ’97, CO; Corey 
Knight, ’97, DSP; Katherine MacKenzie, 
’98, CO; Brandy Mock, ’98, CO; Carly 
Hollis Stonehouse, ’98, CO; and Martin 
Stonehouse, ’97, DSP. laura is a judicial 
extern with Judge Gerald e. rosen, and 
Mark is a dentist for Commerce Village 
Dentists. e-mail: pleione12@gmail.com
2000s
Art Zelenak, 
’00, SC, married 
Arica burkett 
on April 29, 
2006. the 
ceremony 
took place 
on siesta Key 
beach in siesta 
Key, florida, and included 15 family 
members and friends. hillsdale alumna 
Chris Klau, ’00, SC, was in attendance. 
the couple enjoyed a two-week 
honeymoon in Montego bay, Jamaica. 
Art and Arica reside in West bloomfield.
on July 
21, 2007, 
Daniel 
Danic, 
’01, 
married 
Audrey 
Walker at 
the blue 
Dress 
barn 
in Millburg. in attendance were Dave 
Danic, ’05; Chaz Mockridge, ’05; 
Brent Ogle, ’02; Mike Danic, ’99; 
Darin Dobbins, ’03; Trevor Stratton, 
’01; John Danic (groom’s father); 
John Graham, ’01; Saul Tillman, 
’01; and Brandon Dobbins.
Katie Leatherby, 
’01, PBP, married 
peter Daniel 
Gillin on June 
30, 2007, at lake 
hills Community 
Church in laguna 
hills, California. 
hillsdale alumni 
in attendance included maid of honor 
Jen Cook, ’01, PBP, and bridesmaids 
Megan McGinness Brown, ’01, PBP; 
Rachel Johnson Bolognino, ’01, PBP; 
and Erika Balke, ’01, PBP. the couple 
enjoyed a beautiful honeymoon 
in lanai and hawaii, and returned 
to their home in newport beach, 
California. peter is a graduate of the 
university of California, santa Cruz, 
and works as a real estate broker for 
Cb richard ellis. Katie works as the 
special education facilitator for the 
Garden Grove unified school District. 
e-mail: leath100@chapman.edu
Shawn Kersjes, 
’02, DSP, 
married shelley 
royson on 
June 9, 2007, 
at Mayfair 
Christian 
reformed 
Church in Grand rapids, with a dinner 
reception at Watermark Country Club. 
hillsdale friends in attendance were 
Sam Belk, ’03, DSP; Troy Nusbaum, 
’02, DSP; Mitch Shuman, ’02, DSP; 
Dave DeCrane, ’02, DSP; Josh Kuntz, 
’03, DSP; Rick Kern, ’01, DSP; Brian 
Gephert, ’02, DSP; Andy Schutt, 
’02, DSP; and Jason Keast, ’02, DSP. 
the couple honeymooned in Jamaica 
and now resides in Grand rapids. 
e-mail: s kersjes@hotmail.com
Gretchen 
Messenger, 
’03, and Brooks 
Miller, ’03, 
were married 
on August 4, 
2007, at saint 
Anthony’s 
Catholic 
Church in hillsdale. Members of the 
wedding party included maid of honor 
Jenna Robison, ’03; Joelle Frantz, 
’05; Colleen McGinness, ’04; Julie 
Myers, ’04; Summer Grubb Walker, 
’00; Shaun Clarke, ’03; Jonathon 
Dues, ’03; and Matt Mlynarchek, ’03. 
other hillsdale guests included Mary 
Bailey, ’06; CarolAnn Barker, ’63; John 
Batanian, ’94; Sarah DeAngelo, ’02; 
John Farr, ’06; John Hamood, ’06; 
Tim Homan, ’08; Pat Hornak, ’06; 
Ben Korom, ’06; Jeff Lantis, ’86; Dan 
McGrath, ’01; Colleen McNutt, ’05; 
Wendy Miedema, ’05; Mark Nicolet, 
’08; Joe Petrides, ’06; Drew Powell, 
’07; Nate Shreffler, ’93; Evan Steward, 
’09; Aaron Veldheer, ’01; Jason 
Weaver, ’07; Rodney Whaley, ’06; 
Courtney Yeutter, ’09; Andrea Yeutter, 
’06; Jeanie Adams (athletics), richard 
Alvarez (athletics), Jennifer bildner 
(admissions), Craig blanchard (football), 
Margaret braman (admissions), Dr. 
Charles Davies (ebA), ed Douma (retired 
basketball), barry fagan (football), 
Jeff forino (athletics), Claudia Gillette 
(athletics), Chris and stephanie Gravel 
(volleyball), bill lundberg (athletics), 
rich Moeggenberg (financial aid), fred 
schebor (admissions), Aaron shreffler 
(football) and Chris Weigandt (former 
athletics). the couple currently resides 
in lubbock, texas. brooks is a graduate 
assistant for the men’s basketball 
program at texas tech university under 
legendary coach bob Knight. Gretchen 
is the project coordinator for lubbock 
economic Development Alliance. e-mail: 
GretchenMarie.Miller@gmail.com
Bethany Ann 
Schienke, CO, 
’03, married 
Dr. eric paul 
blundy of 
Clarkston on 
June 23, 2007. 
the ceremony 
and reception 
were held in sterling heights. hillsdale 
guests in attendance were Abby 
Carnes Mortenson, ’03; Emily Stelzer, 
’03; Emily Friedrich Lorenz, ’03; 
Elizabeth Ciprano VanDalson, ’04; Jeff 
VanDalson, ’04; Masha Bodansky, ’04; 
Kari Etmund, ’03, CO; Chris Falkiewicz, 
’04; Steve Klein, ’05; and Christina 
Klein, ’07. the couple now lives at 713 
Woodway bluff Circle, Cary, nC 27513. 
e-mail: baschienke@yahoo.com
Allison Platter, KKG, ’06, married Jason 
prasch on July 8, 2006, at bethlehem 
baptist Church in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. the bridal party included 
Laurel Schamp, ’07; Amy Plopper 
Gaetano, ’06; and Abigail Clevenger, 
’07, KKG. other hillsdale guests 
included Jamie Brogan, ’08, PBP; 
Amy Stollberg, ’07, KKG; Ashlee 
Stollberg, ’11, KKG; and Matthew 
Gaetano, ’05. father and Mrs. Duane 
beauchamp were also in attendance. 
Jason and Allison reside in brooklyn 
Center, Minnesota. Jason is in his first 
year of law school at the university 
of Minnesota. Allison is working 
for the 2008 republican national 
Convention in saint paul, Minnesota. 
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1960s
David 
Pringle, ’65, 
DTD, and 
his wife, 
Charlene 
Zhang, are 
the proud 
parents 
of Jason 
and lisa, born on october 6, 2007, in 
shanghai, China. the pringles, who live 
part time in shanghai; snowbird, utah; 
and hollywood, California, greatly enjoy 
lasting friendships with 1960s hillsdale 
friends. e-mail: dpringle1@aol.com
1990s
Ed Kuchar, ’90, and 
his wife, Jennifer, 
are proud to 
announce the birth 
of their third child, 
tyler edward, on 
september 21, 2006. 
tyler weighed 7 lbs., 11 oz. and was 
21 inches long. tyler was welcomed 
home by big brother nicholas, age 
five, and big sister Kaitlyn, age two.
Megan Forrester 
Kuczynski, ’90, 
and her husband, 
thomas, welcomed 
their second child, 
James sebastian, on 
March 20, 2007. he 
joins big brother Alexander, age two. 
the Kuczynski family resides at 150 Van 
rensselaer Avenue, stamford, Ct 06902.
Mary Gilles Norman, ’92, PBP, and her 
husband, Carter, announce the birth 
of twins on June 7, 2004. their names 
are samuel robert, 7 lbs., 13 oz., and 
thomas Michael, 6 lbs., 10 oz. they 
were welcomed home by their older 
brothers, John patrick, age nine, Joseph, 
age seven, and Matthew, age four. 
Mary is a full-time mom and part-time 
french proficiency testing Coordinator 
at the university of Minnesota. Carter 
is a special education teacher with 
south saint paul public schools. the 
family resides in saint paul, Minnesota.
Jaime Dudash, 
’94, and his wife, 
Ambi, welcomed 
their first child, 
lucas Jasper, on 
october 28, 2007. 
he weighed 7 lbs., 
2.6 oz., and was 20 inches long. 
e-mail: jdudash@dexter.k12.mi.us
Aaron 
Friar, 
’94, and 
his wife, 
Anna, 
an-
nounce 
the 
birth of their second daughter, tatiana 
Aaronovna. Aaron recently began work-
ing again as a teacher in an after-school 
program in the inner city of boston 
after receiving his M.A. certification in 
english and elementary education. he 
also started working part time as an 
administrative assistant to a professor 
at his school who is working to develop 
a curriculum on marriage prepara-
tion in the Greek orthodox Church. 
finally, Aaron continues his studies as 
a part-time seminarian at holy Cross 
Greek orthodox school of theology 
in brookline, Massachusetts. the family 
resides at 16 Waverly street, brighton, 
MA 02135. e-mail: friarfree@gmail.com
Elizabeth 
Bruere 
Landry, ’95, 
KKG, and 
her husband, 
scott, are 
proud to 
announce the 
birth of their third daughter, lucy bruere, 
born on July 15, 2007. she was proudly 
welcomed by sisters Charley Ann, age 
five, and Alice, age three, who were 
happy to have another girl to dress up 
in pink! the family resides at 614 st. 
Georges Chappel Court, Cottleville, Mo 
63304. e-mail: selandry@charter.net
Joanne Spillson 
Zwack, ’95, and 
her husband, 
Matt, welcomed 
their second child, 
elizabeth rose, on 
August 22, 2007. 
she was 7 lbs., 7 oz. and was 20 1/2 
inches long. big brother Matthew James 
births
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enjoys teaching his sister everything 
he knows. the family resides at 66 
linswood street, Monroe, Mi 48162. 
e-mail: joannezwack@yahoo.com
Jason Eich-enauer, ’96, and his wife, 
erin, are proud to announce the birth of 
Cody nathaniel, born october 6, 2007. 
he weighed 5 lbs., 1 oz. and was 19 
inches long. he was welcomed home by 
his brothers Josiah, Mason and Jensen.
Leslie Zim-
merman 
Kemp, ’96, 
and her hus-
band, harry, 
joyfully 
announce 
the birth of their third child, Joseph 
harry, born on April 20, 2007. he was 
welcomed home by big sisters eliza-
beth, age four, and Katherine, age two. 
the family resides at 1321 yorkshire 
road, birmingham, Mi 48009. e-mail: 
hlkempfamily@sbcglobal.net
Brian 
Whitman, 
’98, and 
his wife, 
lara, 
announce 
the birth 
of their first child, blake benjamin 
paul, on June 12, 2007. brian and lara 
live in spokane, Washington. brian 
is an er physician assistant at Valley 
hospital in spokane. lara is a senior 
analyst and training coordinator at 
Kleimann Communication Group. 
e-mail: skiwhitman@mac.com
Lisa Block, ’99, and 
Jason todd are 
excited to announce 
the birth of their 
daughter, emmer-
son ruby Michael 
todd. she joined her parents in new 
york, new york, on December 10, 2007, 
and is already traveling the world with 
them. e-mail: lblock96@hotmail.com
Amy Feenstra 
Clark, ’99, and 
her husband, 
peter, welcomed 
their first child, 
leah Kay, on 
June 17, 2007. 
leah weighed 
8 lbs., 12 oz. and was 20 inches 
long. Amy and peter both work for 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation in neenah, 
Wisconsin—Amy as an international 
tax specialist and peter as a chemical 
engineer. the family resides at 2909 
W. tillman street, Appleton, Wi 
54914. e-mail: amy.clark@kcc.com
Darrell and Kelly 
Spielhaupter De-
Witt, ’97, ’99, 
welcomed their first 
child, Katelyn Avery, 
on June 29, 2006. 
she weighed 7 lbs., 13 oz. and was 20 
inches long. Kelly enjoyed taking a year 
off from teaching to stay home with her 
and returned to teaching second grade 
this school year. Darrell has begun a new 
job with King steel Corporation in Grand 
blanc. the family resides in Grand blanc.
Patrick McNally, ’99, and his wife, 
becca, are happy to announce the 
birth of their third daughter, Veronica 
Catherine, who arrived on september 
15, 2004. she was born at home and 
weighed 8 lbs., 15 oz. and was 20 1/2 
inches long. Veronica joins four-year-
old twin sisters Meredith and Colleen, 
who welcomed into the family their first 
brother, liam patrick, also born at home, 
on August 1, 2006. liam weighed 8 lbs. 
and was 20 3/4 inches long. patrick 
has now worked for ferguson enter-
prises for seven years and is a branch 
manager for the sheboygan, Wiscon-
sin, branch. becca is a stay-at-home 
mom and has started homeschooling. 
the family has purchased their first 
home and currently resides at 201 s. 
7th Avenue, st. nazianz, Wi 54232. 
2000s
Danielle Roberty Kasza, ’00, and her 
husband, tracy, announce the birth of 
their first child, nicholas. he was born 
on september 16, 2007, weighed 7.5 
lbs. and was 20 inches long—not bad 
for three weeks early! the family resides 
at 5710 e. Dunbar road, Monroe, Mi 
48161. e-mail: nellykaj@yahoo.com
Elizabeth Riddle 
McNair, ’00, and 
her husband, 
Wesley, proudly 
announce the 
birth of their 
second child, 
sophia Catherine, who was born on 
March 6, 2007. she was four weeks 
early and weighed 5 lbs., 2 oz. and 
was 18 inches long. her big brother, 
Walker, age three, loves to snuggle 
his littler sister “fia” and help Mommy 
around the house. elizabeth is enjoying 
life as a stay-at-home mother.
Art Zelenak, ’00, 
SC, and his wife, 
Arica, welcomed 
their first child, 
Grace Marcella, on 
september 24, 2007. 
the family resides in West bloomfield.
Greg and Ann 
Reiner Harms, 
’00, ’02, joyfully 
announce the birth 
of their second son, 
ryan James, born 
on september 21, 2007. he weighed 
7 lbs., 3 oz. and was 20 inches long. 
he was also welcomed home by big 
brother Kyle, age three. Greg continues 
to work as a systems administrator 
for hillsdale College, and Ann 
continues to be a stay-at-home mom. 
the family resides at 2899 lakeview 
Court, hillsdale, Mi 49242. e-mail: 
ann.k.harms@alumni.hillsdale.edu
Wynter Shierman 
Kaiser, ’02, KKG, 
and her husband, 
Jonathan, announce 
the birth of their 
first child, Chloe 
rebecca. Chloe arrived eight days late 
on thanksgiving Day, november 22, 
2007. she weighed 7 lbs., 3 oz. and 
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was 20 inches long. the family resides 
in portland, oregon, where Jonathan is 
a senior project manager for regence 
blue Cross blue shield, and Wynter en-
joys staying home full time with Chloe. 
e-mail: jonwynkaiser@gmail.com
Michelle Fre-
drickson Pul-
ford, ’02, and 
her husband, 
Chris, would 
like to intro-
duce their two 
children, Allison rae, born on March 
13, 2006, and rhett Joseph, born on 
July 24, 2007. the family resides at 3641 
Chapel hills lane, lincoln, ne 68507. 
e-mail: pulfmommy@yahoo.com
Allison Garnett 
Shardell, ’02, and 
her husband, David, 
proudly announce 
the adoption of their 
daughter, Jocelyn 
lily nu. Jocelyn was born on febru-
ary 4, 2007, in phu tho, Vietnam, and 
was adopted by the shardells on May 
28, 2007, during the family’s five-week 
trip to hanoi and phu tho, Vietnam. 
the adoption was finalized in ohio on 
December 4, 2007. Jocelyn was wel-
comed home by her big brother, bran-
don Michael, age four, and is watched 
over by big brother ryland Josef 
William, who was born to heaven on 
september 7, 2005. Allison has recently 
accepted a position as the director of 
behavior services at My place to be, a 
school for autism in Granville, ohio. Al-
lison develops and implements behav-
ior intervention programs and social 
skills groups for children with autism, 
including her own son who was also re-
cently diagnosed. the family resides in 
ohio. e-mail: adshardell@yahoo.com
Joshua and Emily Rozegnal Cook, ’03, 
’02, announce the birth of their fourth 
child, Marcus Allen, born on october 
5, 2007. he was welcomed home by 
big sisters lorraine, age four, Agnes, 
age three, and big brother seth, age 
two. emily is currently the director of 
Alpha omega Women’s Care Center in 
hillsdale. Joshua is completing his last 
year of school at Concordia theological 
seminary and expects to take a 
pastoral call in the spring. the family 
currently resides in reading. e-mail: 
alphaomega.emily@gmail.com
Joshua Kuntz, ’03, and his wife, sarah, 
welcome their first child, Jacob Adam. 
he was born on August 24, 2007, and 
weighed 6 lbs., 13 oz. the family 
resides in Walker. e-mail: 
jakuntz@charger57.com
Jack Hoffman, ’45
Marilyn Thomson 
MacRitchie, ’53
Robert Harker, ’57
Enrique Briceno, ’59
Domingo Mateu, ’59
Vwadek Marciniak, ’60
Marsha Keys Dayton, ’62
Roberto Irizarri, ’63
Manuel Raich, ’63
Hernando Victoria, ’63
Arnoldo Alizo, ’64
Claudio Filizola, ’64
Marcial Huggins, ’64
Lynn Laird McLachlin, ’64
Benjamin Ngundo, ’64
Pybul Sakranan, ’64
Khalid Al-Houti, ’65
Nematolla Alizadeh, ’65
Robert Bishop, ’66
Jorge Cuadros Riera, ’66
Kadhim Ali, ’67
Ali Al-Asfoor, ’67
Eve Bailer Pfeiffer, ’67
R. Sky Bridgman, ’68
C. James Ciborowski, ’68
Ronald Haynes, ’68
Judith Wright Reader, ’68
Nancy Roper Addison, ’69
Ukrike Geginat, ’69
Julie Hurst, ’69
Scott MacKenzie, ’69
John Misener, ’69
Bryan Pearson, ’69
Averil Holton Elcombe, ’70
Jassim Mahmoud, ’70
Frederick Mitchell, ’70
Christopher Paton, ’70
Douglas Piche, ’70
Ruthellen Moore Sharp, ’70
Jack Sternberg, ’70
Robert Wolverton, ’70
James Chang, ’71
Esther Yarhi Fellman, ’71
Kari Jacobson, ’71
William Klein Jr., ’71
Douglas McQuigge, ’71
Luis Muchagato, ’71
Donald Valeri, ’71
Sukich Sudhi-Bhasilp, ’72
Robert M. Book, ’72
Sherene Sifton Davidson, ’72
Judith McIlvain Klein, ’72
Suravudh Kradsiri, ’72
Jody Hass Morden, ’72
Stephen Sussman, ’72
Iain Wilson, ’72
Ali Aghevli, ’73
Sompan Charumilinda, ’73
Nicholas Klopp, ’73
Carlos Krutzfeldt, ’73
Carlos Navia, ’73
Carlos Olivero, ’73
Sixto Rodriguez, ’73
Gilbert Sonnery, ’73
Oranuch Sukanthanak, ’73
Amin Aleahmad, ’74
Gerardo Cabrera, ’74
Leslie Davies, ’74
Pongthep Kongdechakul, ’74
Cha Keuk Koo, ’74
Hermann Krutzfeldt, ’74
Celso Serna, ’74
Bryan Roy Stewart, ’74
Abdolhami Abdoveis, ’75
Holly Munger Book, ’75
David Jackson, ’75
Seyed Javid, ’75
Naod Mariam, ’75
Americo Silbaran, ’75
Vorapojan Chaiyakul, ’76
David Echavarria, ’76
Majid Geramian, ’76
Abolghass Ghassemzadah, ’76
Isao Sugiyai, ’76
Mariam Ahdi, ’77
Garry Daniels, ’77
Ali Davodieh, ’77
Mayumi Takasuma, ’77
Oscar Aranguren Lander, ’78
Terry Pennerman, ’78
Ching Mng Wang, ’78
Sarah Melvin Bamford, ’79
Colin Gordon, ’79
Mary Derusha, ’80
Barbara Oliver, ’80
Timon Barr, ’81
Ramon Branger, ’81
Eleonora Golding 
Aranguren Lander, 81
Kaoru Takasuna, ’81
Timothy Gillette, ’82
Wee Kiat Yap, ’82
Hsiou-Chi Lin, ’83
Lucille Cooper, ’83
Massood Javid, ’83
Jane Minnick, ’83
Katherine Ongsip, ’83
Andrea Adams Rodriguez, ’83
Victor Rodriguez, ’83
Steven Ibbotson, ’84
Ramy Jallad, ’87
Ana Maria Minondo, ’87
Rafael Quevedo, ’87
Ross Oliver, ’88
Gregory Taylor, ’88
Elizabeth Williamson, ’88
Mohamed Abu-Shakra, ’89
Bashar Jallad, ’89
Veronica Moran, ’89
Kelly Hicks, ’90
Audra Jackson, ’90
John Stapleton, ’90
Christopher De Andres, ’91
Stephanie Rahilly, ’91
Allyson Blum Stapleton, ’92
Kirstin Keeney 
Luetzenkirchen, ’95
Rajesh Karki, ’96
Amanda Newton King, ’96
Dorothy Householder 
Dankel, ’01
Peter Strzelecki, ’01
Aaron Curley, ’02
Shaun Clarke, ’03
Simon Dankel, ’04
Marius Kliokys, ’05
James Welsh, ’05
Atanas Petrov, ’06
Elizabeth Wong, ’07
lost AluMni
internAtionAl eDition
WE DO NOT have current addresses 
for these alums. the last address we have 
is outside the united states and we are 
looking for help in locating these alumni.
E-mail: nentriken@hillsdlae.edu
1940s
Alton G. Marshall, 
’42, who as new 
york Governor 
nelson rockefeller’s 
top aide and de 
facto chief operating 
officer oversaw 
the state’s government and achieved 
the governor’s most ambitious and 
visionary goals, died on January 24, 
2008, at his home in new york City of 
congestive heart failure. he was 86. 
 throughout a career that 
spanned the heights of business and 
government, including ten years as 
president of rockefeller Center and 
six years as chairman and Ceo of 
lincoln savings bank, his proudest 
achievement was his time as secretary 
to Governor rockefeller from 1965-
1971. in that position, he administered 
one of the largest and most complex 
governments in the united states and 
was directly responsible for a great 
variety of economic development and 
social programs. 
 According to several who 
served with him in the rockefeller 
administration, he was the governor’s 
right hand, essentially running the state. 
Among the areas where he was most 
active was the formation of the state 
university system, improvement of the 
state’s economy, broad enhancement 
of the public infrastructure, the 
development of battery park City, the 
expansion of the state park system 
and securing financial support from 
the federal government. A co-founder 
of the Association for a better new 
york, Alton was also a major figure in 
the new york real estate and banking 
industries and sat on a number of 
corporate, civic and charitable boards 
of directors throughout the 1980s and 
much of the 1990s. 
 A native of flint, Alton enjoyed an 
“only-in-new-york” career lasting more 
than 40 years. from 1953 to 1971, he 
held a succession of posts in state 
government, beginning as secretary of 
utility regulations for the state public 
service Commission in 1953 followed 
by deputy director of the Division of 
the budget in 1961. in 1965, he joined 
the office of the governor, first as 
executive officer and then as secretary 
to Governor rockefeller, a post he 
held until 1971. After leaving state 
government, he was named president 
of rockefeller Center inc., a post he 
held for ten years. in 1984 he accepted 
the position of chairman and Ceo 
of brooklyn’s lincoln savings bank, 
an institution where he had been a 
board member since 1971. he led the 
company for five years.
 throughout the 1990s, he pursued 
his business activities as president of 
Alton G. Marshall Associates, a real 
estate investment corporation he 
founded. During that period, he was 
a director of eQK partners of Atlanta 
and the new york state electric & 
Gas Corp., was an independent 
general partner of equitable Capital 
partners and equitable Capital partners 
(retirement fund) in new york City; a 
trustee of hudson river trust of new 
york City; and a governor of the real 
estate board of new york. A veteran 
of World War ii and a recipient of 
the purple heart, Alton served with 
the Marines in the pacific theater. he 
earned a master’s degree in public 
administration from syracuse university 
in 1947. 
 he is survived by his wife, sarah; 
five children, William, stephen 
and John Marshall, Mary Ann 
Marshall trebian and sarah Graham 
Marshall; and six grandchildren.
Philip Bordinat, ’49, passed away on 
January 22, 2007. he was born May 31, 
1922, in toledo, ohio, son of the late 
eugene and Maud hogan bordinat. 
phil served proudly in World War ii as 
a Canadian loan officer in the british 
airbourne infantry, and as a captain in 
the oxfordshire and buckinghamshire 
light infantry. After the war, he earned 
his bachelor’s degree in english 
from hillsdale College, his master’s 
from Wayne state university and his 
ph.D. from the shakespeare institute, 
university of birmingham, england. he 
taught at Dartmouth College and Miami 
university before helping to found two 
new institutions; he was first chairman 
of english at the university of nigeria 
and the first dean of liberal arts at 
obituaries
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Wright state university. philip joined 
the english department at West Virginia 
university in 1969 and retired from there 
as professor emeritus to serve with the 
peace Corps in the philippines. he was a 
meticulous researcher, his work resulting 
in four books and numerous scholarly 
articles ranging from shakespeare to 
Chekhov. his Revealer of Secrets, Folk 
Stories from Nigeria has become a 
standard text for nigerian schools. he 
is survived by his wife and traveling 
companion of 60 years, Mary Wyatt 
bordinat, and by their four children, 
Michael, of Jacksonville, florida; hal, 
of Morgantown, West Virginia; Marty 
reed, of Millinocket, Maine; and Wendy 
ennis of Cincinnati, ohio. he was a 
proud grandfather of seven and great-
grandfather of seven more. he is also 
survived by his brother, David bordinat, 
of okemos; by three nephews, Gene 
bordinat, of Morgantown; philip Wyatt, 
of Clarksburg, West Virginia; Chris 
Wyatt, of Job, West Virginia; and a 
niece, Alice Meehan, of Morgantown.
1950s
Robert William 
Nash Sr., ’56, DSP,
passed away on 
December 30, 
2007. bob was 
born on september 
2, 1933, in battle 
Creek to William 
and Grace nash. he grew up in Detroit 
and graduated from redford high in 
1952. in his early teens, he learned to 
fly single engine planes and earned his 
pilot’s license at the age of 16. While at 
hillsdale, he majored in economics and 
became an active member in the Delta 
sigma phi fraternity, a bond that lasted 
throughout his life. bob was the Delt sig 
song Master and led many serenades 
for the sweethearts of his “brothers.” 
he also met his bride, Donna Georgi 
Nash, ’57, KKG, at hillsdale College, 
and they married in february 1957. 
bob soon enlisted in the united states 
navy where he and his bride served 
in florida and Cuba for two years. bob 
was a “true” salesman selling hydraulic 
and pneumatic components for over 45 
years and was president of the William 
h. nash Company. he was an active 
member in the fluid power Distributor 
Association and the Detroit fluid power 
society. he was also a member of 
the shriners, Masons, elks, oakland 
hills Country Club and the squids—a 
social club for local businessmen. 
bob served on the hillsdale College 
Alumni board where he received the 
Alumnus extraordinaire Award and 
was recognized as the longest serving 
member of the board. he also served 
on the Delta sigma phi alumni board 
and was instrumental in the purchase 
of the current hillsdale chapter house. 
Another passion in bob’s life was the 
family cottage at black lake where he 
enjoyed boating and visiting with his 
“lake family.” At the cottage, he enjoyed 
working as an amateur tree trimmer 
and sculptor. he was well known for 
his love of jazz music, late nights with 
friends and “nash time.” he is survived 
by his wife, Donna; sister Shirlee Nash 
Zopf, ’50, PBP (Kent); children, Janice 
Nash Kanka, ’80, KKG (Jerry); Rob, 
’84, ATO; Rich, ’88, ATO; Karla snell 
(Chuck); and grandchildren James, 
Cameron, nicklaus, Matthew and Kate.
Lawrence Swart, ’58, passed 
away on April 9, 2007, after a long 
illness. he is survived by his wife, 
Joyce Dammecker Swart, ’55.
1960s
Anita Acciacca 
Rockel, ’61, CO,
age 68, passed 
away at her home 
in south lyon on 
november 30, 
2007, following a 
seven-year battle with cancer. she was 
born on october 15, 1939, to the late 
Archie and helen Acciacca, in hazel 
park. she graduated from Madison high 
school in Madison heights in 1957. she 
served as treasurer of Chi omega, the 
College yearbook and her senior class 
of 1961. she appeared in Who’s Who 
Among Students in American Colleges 
and Universities in 1961. in the fall of 
1960, she inaugurated the first special 
education classroom in byron schools. 
in 1965, she and her husband, Jim, ’61,
moved to south lyon where they both 
finished their teaching careers. from 
1980 to 1989, Anita coached the south 
lyon equestrian team to nine Class A 
state Championships and took great 
pride that at least one of her children 
was on seven of those teams. she 
retired from the south lyon school 
District in 1996, and she and Jim spent 
the succeeding winters in florida and 
texas, traveling in their motor home 
and playing golf. she is survived by her 
husband of 46 years, Jim; three children, 
Jim ii (Velda), Joe (sheri) and Marisa 
(peter) stutcher; six grandchildren, 
lauren, Jim iii and David of Middleville, 
and Alex, Aidan and logan of hartland; 
sister, rosemary (ron) Valli, and brother, 
stephen. Jim can be reached at 9464 
silverside Drive, south lyon, Mi 48178. 
1970s
Stacey 
Bueschel 
Engler, ’76, 
died of a 
heart attack 
at home on 
August 2, 2007. she had been suffering 
from diabetes for 25+ years, had gone 
through six surgeries, and suffered 
from both berger disease and bells 
paulsey since the end of 2004. she 
is survived by her husband, bradley 
engler, who resides at 408 lacy 
Avenue, streamwood, il 60107. 
1990s
Jarrod Jay Flemming, ’95, ATO, of 
harrison township, passed away 
on october 8, 2007, at the age of 
34. he was born on June 17, 1973, 
in port huron. Jarrod was a well-
known and respected attorney in 
Macomb County. he formerly served 
as a city attorney for the city of st. 
Clair shores. While at hillsdale, he 
was a member of the debate team. 
he was predeceased by his parents, 
Dr. Albert and sandra flemming.
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AluMni notes
We AluMni owe untold others a great debt. let’s pay it forward.
 it’s a fact at colleges everywhere that very few students pay the full published, or “list,” price for room, board and tuition 
(which, at hillsdale, is about $26,000 per year). scholarships and other financial aid reduce out-of-pocket costs to about 
$16,000 for the average hillsdale student (not counting loans that must eventually be repaid).
 What few people understand, however, is that even the so-called “full-pay” students receive unacknowledged finan-
cial aid of several thousand dollars annually. the actual cost of a year at hillsdale is approximately $50,000 per student 
(give or take a couple thousand dollars, depending on which operational expenses you include in the calculation). 
 that bears repeating. even “full-pay” students pay only about half of the actual cost of their education and the aver-
age hillsdale student, given scholarships and other grants, pays only about one-third of the actual cost. so, on average, 
for every $1 a student pays to attend hillsdale, the College must generate another $2 to cover all the expenses associated 
with providing that student’s education (and that’s not counting the many millions needed to build new facilities). 
 few, if any, colleges charge anywhere near the full cost of providing their services, so that doesn’t make hillsdale 
unique. the difference between hillsdale and virtually everyone else, of course, is that hillsdale refuses state and fed-
eral taxpayer subsidies to help make up that shortfall. that’s not small change, either. in so doing, we forego several mil-
lion dollars of government aid every year. Why do we do that?
 Most folks understand that hillsdale doesn’t take government funding because we don’t want distant bureaucrats 
with questionable political agendas forcing us to abandon a mission we have held sacred since our founding more 
than 160 years ago. but that’s only part of the reason. 
 We also believe no one should be forced to support hillsdale College if they don’t want to. has it ever occurred 
to you that, by way of the taxes you pay to the state and federal government, you support virtually every other college 
in America, public or private, whether you want to or not? if you doubt the truth of that statement, try withholding the 
portion of your tax bill that goes to higher education and see where that gets you. 
 if it is wrong (and it obviously is) for president Arnn or any of hilsdale’s fundraising staff to approach a stranger 
and force them to support our college under penalty of prosecution if they refuse, then it is just as wrong, we believe, 
to ask someone else (i.e. the government) to do that very thing on our behalf. hillsdale may well be the only college in 
the country that can say to you or any taxpayer, “not one penny of your hard-earned money goes to this college unless 
you freely choose to give it.” We should take great pride in that.
 fortunately, there are thousands upon thousands of individuals in this country, many of whom will never set foot 
on our campus, who do voluntarily support hillsdale. they do so because they believe we are an exceptional college 
that deserves to be well funded and that should be priced within the financial reach of average families. 
 they believe, further, that we stand for principles that should be preserved and advanced in this country, including 
the rights and obligations of independence. one can’t be independent and dependent at the same time—that should 
be obvious. but virtually every other so-called “private” college in the nation embraces that contradiction.
 As the beneficiaries of generous donors through the years, we alumni should be particularly supportive of our 
alma mater. our education was subsidized by many others, probably unknown to us, to whom we owe a sizable debt. 
of course, we can’t track down those donors to pay them back, and they wouldn’t want us to try. their gifts never 
came with an i.o.u. attached. 
 however, we can repay that debt by doing for subsequent generations what these generous folks did for us. i 
think that’s the least we can do, don’t you? so, let’s pay it forward!
 
 Grigor “scot” hasted, ’74 
 Director of Alumni relations
pay it forward
Alumni support is the Gift that Keeps Giving
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When nAnCy Knorr polk, 
’64, enrolled at hillsdale College, 
she continued a family legacy that 
began with her parents, fred and 
nellie Welch Knorr, ’37, ’38. Draw-
ing on her hillsdale education and 
experience, polk has carried on her 
parents’ pioneering spirit to pursue 
a variety of interests successfully, 
from business to civic duty to 
horses, all while continuing to main-
tain a family presence at hillsdale. 
 polk fell in love with hillsdale 
when she accompanied her father, 
a member of the board of trust-
ees, to campus for a meeting. “i 
loved being around the students 
here,” she recalled. that experi-
ence made the decision to enroll 
easy. “My parents also told me 
they’d get me a car if i went to 
school somewhere close enough 
that i could come home to visit,” 
she remembered with a laugh. 
 polk majored in business 
administration, one of only two 
females in the program. “Most girls 
still pursued teaching or nursing 
careers back then,” she said. she 
immersed herself in student life at 
hillsdale, participating in pi beta 
phi sorority, serving as secretary 
of student federation, business 
manager of the Collegian and 
captain of the women’s tennis 
team. During her freshman year, 
she also began dating the man she 
would marry—ralph polk, ’63.
 in the midst of polk’s freshman 
year, tragedy struck. her father, 
fred Knorr, suffered fatal burns 
in an accident, leaving behind his 
young family and business interests 
that included ownership of five 
radio stations and presidency of 
the Detroit tigers. he had admired 
the initiative that hillsdale students 
displayed in raising money for a 
new student union, so his family, 
friends and busi-
ness colleagues 
designated their 
memorials to 
the effort. Con-
struction began 
in 1963, and in 
1965, the fred A. 
Knorr Memorial 
student Center 
was dedicated.
 As polk con-
tinued her studies 
at hillsdale, her 
mother assumed 
the presidency 
of Knorr broad-
casting Corpora-
tion but sold 
the family’s interest in the Detroit 
tigers. nellie Knorr made Detroit 
radio history in 1963 when she 
switched their Dearborn station 
from a non-descript format to 
Detroit’s first top 40 station. even 
today, 35 years after WKnr “Keener 
13” went off the air, the station 
has an almost cult-like following 
and a strong internet presence.
 polk and her two younger 
siblings hold their mother, who 
passed away in 2006, in the high-
est regard for her courageous 
leadership at a time when female 
business executives were rare. 
“We’re very proud of our mother,” 
polk said. “she doubled the value 
of the business in just nine years. 
she inspired us and proved 
that a woman could do that.”
 polk married right after gradu-
ation and enjoyed many years of 
being a stay-at-home mom to daugh-
ters Kathy, susan and Julie. in 1985, 
history repeated itself in a tragic 
way when her husband, ralph, then 
president of r.l. polk & Co., died in 
an accident at the age of 45. like 
her mother, polk found herself a 
widow at a young age. she estab-
lished a scholarship at hillsdale 
in his memory to assist business 
majors aspiring to be entrepreneurs.
 With her daughters nearly 
grown, polk put her business admin-
istration degree to good use and 
started a travel agency in birming-
ham with two friends, which she ran 
successfully for nine years. During 
that time, a traffic problem on her 
road, and the encouragement of 
her neighbors to do something 
about it, led her to pursue another 
new venture—city government. 
 “i served as a city commis-
sioner for many years in bloom-
field hills, and i was elected 
mayor of the city four times,” polk 
said. “i loved working with the 
people of bloomfield hills.”
 by 1997, polk was ready for a 
new adventure. While looking at 
horse farms in lexington, Kentucky, 
she fell in love with normandy 
farm, a 275-acre farm set in the 
heart of thoroughbred country 
where the parents of the famous 
racing horse Man o’ War—fair play 
Carrying on a family tradition
nancy Knorr polk Keeps her family at the heart of hillsdale
Nancy Knorr Polk poses with current members of Pi Beta Phi 
sorority, of which she was a part as a Hillsdale student.
AluMni spotliGht
Continued on page 30.
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it’s eArly 
January in Keith-
ville, louisiana, 
just south of 
shreveport, 
and local media 
have gathered 
to celebrate the 
first birthday 
of Keithville’s 
miracle baby, 
tracy. tracy and 
her friends and 
family chomp 
on red licorice 
and swing from trees that have been 
draped with colorful streamers for 
the occasion. sound a bit wild? it’s 
all in a day’s work for animal behav-
iorist Amy fultz, ’88, the co-founder 
of Chimp haven, inc., where tracy 
and 131 other chimpanzees reside.
 Chimp haven is the only sanctu-
ary of its kind in the united states. 
here, chimps who have been used 
for biomedical research or enter-
tainment but are no longer needed 
come to live out their days doing 
what they want to do. As an animal 
behaviorist, fultz works to integrate 
the chimps into their new commu-
nity, which can be a challenge given 
that many of the chimps have only 
known a laboratory environment. 
 “Many of these 
chimps have not 
been socialized,” she 
said. “some have 
never had their feet 
on the grass and 
don’t know how 
to climb a tree or 
build a nest.” les, 
for example, still will 
not walk more than 
a footstep or two 
on grass even after 
two years of living 
at Chimp haven. 
 fultz follows new chimps 
around the sanctuary, recording 
her observations on a laptop com-
puter. in addition to her work in 
assimilating new chimps into the 
sanctuary, she oversees enrichment 
activities and also trains the chimps, 
mainly for management purposes. 
 “i use positive reinforcement, 
such as giving a chimp a goodie if 
he does something right,” she said. 
in the event of a storm, for example, 
the chimps will respond to a cow-
bell to come inside for shelter.
 A native of Comstock park, 
near Grand rapids, fultz has 
always loved animals. Attracted 
to hillsdale’s small size and family 
atmosphere, she majored in biol-
ogy and also took many psychol-
ogy classes. A field study course 
during her sophomore year ignited 
her passion for working with pri-
mates. “two other biology students 
and i went to the panama jungle, 
where we observed panamanian 
tamarin monkeys,” she recalled. 
fultz debated about her career 
choices in the years following her 
hillsdale graduation. “i stayed a fifth 
year to earn my teaching certificate, 
thinking i might teach biology,” she 
said. she pondered veterinary 
school and took classes toward a 
master’s degree. she landed a job 
as a research assistant studying 
small monkeys but always felt a pull 
toward working with chimpanzees.
 the path to Chimp haven 
began in the mid-1990s, when fultz 
was working with Dr. linda brent 
at the southwest foundation for 
biomedical research in san Antonio, 
texas. “We had a lot of chimps that 
had been bred for hiV research, 
but they proved not to be a good 
model for human AiDs,” fultz 
said. “so then we had this surplus 
of chimps no longer useful for 
research and with nowhere to go.”
 Chimp haven was incorporated 
in 1995. in 2005, the first two chimps 
arrived at there. As a nonprofit sanc-
tuary partially funded by the federal 
government, fultz and the staff of 
Chimp haven must raise money 
through private donations and 
generate awareness about Chimp 
haven. Discovery Days are held one 
saturday each month, during which 
the public can observe the chimps. 
Chimp haven has also received inter-
national exposure through a number 
of publications, especially with last 
year’s birth of tracy, the first infant 
chimp raised in a forested habitat 
with a large chimpanzee family. her 
birth came as a surprise because 
Amy fultz and  
her “retirement Community”
A safe haven for Chimpanzees
Continued on page 31.
Left: Keith enjoys eating a pomegranate. 
Right: Amy Fultz trains Mason, her favorite chimp.
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Jim seward follows his heart
Cardiologist has illustrious Career with Mayo Clinic
At A younG AGe, James 
seward became fascinated with 
medicine and decided he would 
be a doctor. that ambition never 
wavered, and seward established 
himself as one of the preeminent 
cardiologists in the world. now, 
as he stands at the pinnacle of 
an illustrious career, this hillsdale 
College alumnus is beginning a 
new venture that he hopes will 
revolutionize medical care.
 in partnership with the Mayo 
Clinic, where he has resided since 
1972, seward recently launched 
Kardia health systems. the 
company features a web-based 
expert information Manage-
ment system (eiMs) designed to 
improve patient care by gathering 
and collecting medical informa-
tion for physicians to access in 
an efficient and timely manner.
 “physicians are deluged by 
ancillary information that isn’t 
pertinent to the patient,” seward 
said. “We want to move toward a 
device or means from which to get 
focused, meaningful information.”
 that’s where eiMs shows 
its worth. the system facilitates 
the physician’s ability to treat 
patients accurately and effectively 
without having to run numer-
ous tests. this leads not only 
to better care but also to less 
expense, a significant benefit at 
a time when the cost of health 
care is a major public concern.
 “the doctor has a social 
responsibility to take care of 
people, but the eiMs is not 
socialism,” seward said. “it’s high 
enterprise in the sense that we’re 
creating systems to increase the 
knowledge base of physicians 
and drive the cost of medical care 
downward. it follows hillsdale’s 
model of capitalism directly.”
 seward gleaned his knowledge 
of free-market econom-
ics at hillsdale College 
while majoring in biol-
ogy. he grew up in 
hillsdale and decided 
to attend the College 
simply because he 
could not afford to 
go anywhere else. 
nonetheless, seward’s 
education prepared 
him for medical school, 
and after graduat-
ing from hillsdale in 
1964, he attended the 
university of Michigan 
in Ann Arbor. it was 
there that seward 
began gravitating toward cardiol-
ogy. the opportunities that fol-
lowed would require tremendous 
medical expertise and ability. 
 After the university of Michi-
gan, seward served his intern-
ship and residency at boston 
City hospital. he chose the inner 
city facility for the challenges 
it would present, and for three 
years, seward was surrounded by 
“chronic and acute medicine...lots 
of shootings, stabbings and killings” 
while he finished his sub-specialty 
training in internal medicine.
 following the intensity of 
seward’s residency, he entered 
the Air force to fulfill his deferred 
military commitment. And upon 
arrival at the base in Grand forks, 
north Dakota, he learned he would 
be an obstetrician. his knowledge 
of obstetrics up to that moment 
had consisted of observing a single 
birth during medical school.
 “there were 10,000 people 
on the Grand forks base, all under 
the age of 55, so there were lots 
of babies,” seward said. “i was 
totally insecure the whole time.”
 two years and 200 deliver-
ies later, seward accepted an 
offer for a position in cardiology 
from the Mayo Clinic. he finished 
some advanced work in internal 
medicine before becoming an 
adult and pediatric cardiologist. 
 seward also began his work 
with echocardiology at the Mayo 
Clinic. he played a formative role 
in the emergence of echocardio-
graphically guided pericardiocen-
tesis—aspirating fluid from the area 
around the heart with the aid of an 
ultrasound—that reduced the proce-
dure’s mortality rate to a negligible 
figure. seward employed echo-
cardiology in other aspects of the 
catheterization laboratory as well. 
it was all a bit ironic, considering 
much of seward’s medical practice 
was concentrated on invasive cath-
eterization and heart procedures.
 “in 20 years, i worked myself 
out of a job!” seward joked. “you 
could innovate to do these pro-
cedures more safely, and there 
was no real need for the type of 
invasive physician i represented.”
 in the meantime, seward 
became professor of medicine and 
pediatrics at the Mayo Clinic Col-
lege of Medicine and was granted 
Continued on page 31.
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Jim Seward gave a presentation on campus 
in 2006, the same year he received a 
Distinguished Alumni Award. 
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chargersports
niCK GuriCA 
and sarah Kauk can 
attest to the hardships 
of attaining academic 
success amid the grind 
of collegiate athletics. 
that is especially true 
at hillsdale College, 
where scholastic 
expectations are high 
and competition is 
fierce. yet Gurica and 
Kauk have thoroughly 
demonstrated their 
commitment to aca-
demics while etching their names 
into Charger record books, and in 
recognition of these triumphs, they 
became the first winners of the 
leMond-Wright Award.
 the leMond-Wright Award, 
sponsored by three-time tour de 
france champion Greg leMond 
and his good friend Chris Wright, 
honors the current male and female 
student-athlete who achieved the 
highest cumulative grade-point 
average for the previous school 
year. Gurica, a wide receiver on 
the football team, earned a GpA 
of 3.92, and Kauk, a track and 
field athlete who competes in 
the pole vault, earned a 4.0.
 Gurica’s award follows an 8-3 
season, the football program’s best 
since 1999. the senior account-
ing major from Adrian caught a 
school record 78 passes for 1,055 
yards—second-best in hillsdale 
history—and eight touchdowns. 
Gurica also set the school record 
for 13 receptions in a single game, 
a feat he accomplished twice.
 he earned first team All-GliAC 
honors during his junior and senior 
seasons, and at the program’s 
annual banquet this fall, the coaches 
gave Gurica the outstanding 
offensive back Award and howard 
“Champ” Messenger Award. in 
accepting these honors, Gurica 
complemented his teammates.
 “i truly feel that i have 80 or 
so brothers,” Gurica said. “With 
everything we’ve had to go through 
together, they’re some of the clos-
est friends i could ever have.”
 indeed, success did not come 
easily for Gurica and the Charger 
football team. they endured years 
of training without much to show 
for it—the cost of rebuilding a pro-
gram in one of the toughest confer-
ences in nCAA Division ii football. it 
was a true test of char-
acter, and Gurica admit-
ted that playing the role 
of the underdog took 
some adjustments after 
a high school career 
that included a run at 
the state championship.
“in high school, i 
remember feeling 
like if we played our 
game, we would win. 
here, we had to play 
our best game just to 
have a shot,” he said. 
“but this year, i felt the way i did 
in high school. it was awesome 
to restore the pride and tradition 
that hillsdale has had historically.”
 the difference this season, 
Gurica said, was the level of commit-
ment shown throughout the team, 
starting with off-season training 
and carrying into the fall’s in-season 
drills. having to be so focused in 
football conditioned Gurica to be 
just as dedicated to his studies.
 he received constant support 
from his coaches, who reaffirm on 
a daily basis that academics come 
before anything else. in learning 
how to manage his time, Gurica also 
became confident of being on his 
own and starting life after college.
 “you have to deal with the 
freedom of no one telling you what 
to do,” he said. “i’ve matured a lot. 
i’ve learned how to be a man here.”
leMond-Wright Award Winners 
Charger student-Athletes recognized for excellence
Continued on page 30.
Sarah Kauk, ’09 Nick Gurica,’08
Sophomore guard Brooke Knight makes a free throw. The women’s basketball team, along with Coach Claudette Charney, 
gathers for a quick team meeting and cheer before a game.
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A season like no other
Men’s and Women’s basketball teams Charge Ahead
the ChArGer women’s  
basketball team came into the 
season with little on-the-court 
experience. With six seniors gradu-
ated in 2007, many of this season’s 
players previously spent most 
of their time riding the bench. 
 “none of us really played 
much last year,” sophomore 
guard brooke Knight said. “We 
were ready to surprise people.”
 Coaches and players did not 
know what to expect heading 
into the season, but it is safe to 
say their 23-5 season, new school 
records and their conference rank-
ing have exceeded expectations.
 “We are very fortunate that 
they are performing better than 
expected,” head Coach Claudette 
Charney said. “to do what they’ve 
done has been quite remarkable.”
 Charney said the team’s best 
attribute this year was their defense. 
though a hard defense to learn, 
she said, the team put in time and 
effort, adopting the style quickly. 
 in their last game of the regular 
season, the lady Chargers tied the 
College’s season record with 23 
wins. Junior Katie Cezat led the 
team in new and matched records. 
Among her notable accomplish-
ments is GliAC player of the Week 
five weeks in a row (with six over-
all). she also broke school records 
for number of points in one game, 
single season rebounds, and single 
season field goals. Cezat also holds 
the school record for single-season 
scoring with 640, breaking the 
record of 632 set in 1989-90 by 
sandy skaisgir. in recognition of 
an outstanding season, Cezat was 
named GliAC player of the year. 
 Assistant Coach tim Wells 
also praised Knight for provid-
ing a crucial, stabilizing role. 
 “brooke is the anchor as a point 
guard,” he said. “she’s the quar-
terback, and she spearheads our 
defense. she sets up her teammates 
with the opportunity to score. it’s 
a five-person deal, not just one.”
 the lady Chargers hosted the 
quarterfinals of the GliAC tourna-
ment March 1. they suffered a 
stunning 67-64 loss to Wayne state 
university, but advanced to the 
nCAA Division ii regional tourna-
ment. they lost 82-73 to Quincy 
university in the first round.
 Charney said they look for-
ward to continuing their success
and team-building next year.
 “We take the season one game 
at a time, and we will be a much 
deeper team next year,” she said. 
the ChArGer men, in their 
first season under new coach 
John tharp, feel confident in how 
they did this season and look 
forward to meshing more as a 
team and with tharp next fall. 
 “We’ve all enjoyed this journey,” 
tharp said. “they understand me 
much better than at the beginning.”
 “everybody likes Coach 
tharp,” senior tim homan said. 
“he is a player’s coach; he 
understands players’ needs.”
 the men began their first 
round of the GliAC tournament 
March 1 against Grand Valley 
state university in Allendale, 
losing 63-49 to the lakers.
 tharp said the team needs 
the Charger men’s and women’s basketball teams finished their regular season in the GliAC south Division on february 
23. the women entered the playoffs 23-3 overall and 15-2 in the GliAC with high hopes for tournament play. the men 
finished 14-13 overall and 7-10 in the GliAC, and would be facing Grand Valley state university, the winner of the con-
ference, in the postseason.
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 still, one of the greatest benefits 
for Gurica was the closeness and 
support of his parents and grand-
parents, who attended all of his 
football games—home and away.
 As for his fellow award winner 
sarah Kauk, while her hometown 
of saronville, nebraska, is a bit far-
ther away from hillsdale, she has 
received the same familial encour-
agement, at least in spirit. from the 
priorities of school and athletics 
to the leisure of violin lessons and 
hillsdale Christian fellowship, Kauk 
knows her family is right behind her. 
 “My parents always remind me 
to rely on God for my strength,” 
said Kauk, a junior. “they just want 
me to work hard and do my best.”
 her best in the pole vault, so far, 
happens to be a hillsdale College 
record. in february, Kauk cleared 
3.66 meters to improve upon the 
previous school record, which she 
also held, and to qualify provision-
ally for the nCAA Division ii national 
Championships for indoor track. 
it is the third time since she’s been 
at hillsdale that Kauk has earned 
a provisional qualification for the 
national championships in track.
 “What i really like about the 
pole vault is the technicality of it,” 
said Kauk, who first tried the pole 
vault in junior high school. “it’s 
not simple, so you’re constantly 
figuring out how to fix things, and 
i like the challenge it presents.”
 Kauk took on another chal-
lenge when she proposed her 
own interdisciplinary major of 
exercise science. she came to 
hillsdale without a clear idea for 
a field of concentration, and for 
a while, she considered studying 
music to accompany her violin 
lessons. During her sophomore 
year, Kauk realized she wanted to 
enter the area of physical therapy.
 she researched exercise sci-
ence at other small liberal arts 
schools and compiled a list of com-
parable classes offered at hillsdale 
while keeping graduate school 
requirements in mind. Kauk then 
sought approval from each depart-
ment—biology, chemistry, physics, 
psychology and physical educa-
tion—involved in her proposal.  
 Many drafts and meetings 
later, she received approval. it 
wasn’t easy, but as she proves 
each time she competes, Kauk 
thrives in setting the bar high and 
figuring out a way to get over it.
 “being at hillsdale has been a 
lot of fun and a challenge, which is 
the way to go,” she said. “it’s always 
a learning environment in all areas, 
and i feel so blessed by the people 
here—my friends, coaches and pro-
fessors. God has been really good.”
 Jeremy Young, ’04
LeMond-Wright continued from page 28.
to improve their defensive 
skills for next season. 
 “We are not a great rebounding 
team,” he said. “overall, the team 
throughout the year had more of a 
scoring mentality, and that has to 
change. We need to become more 
of a blue collar team, a team that 
defends and rebounds better.”
 Junior tony Gugino and 
homan held the team together 
and stood out both at practice 
and at game-time, tharp said.
 “overall, we had a lot of 
close games we wish we could 
have won,” homan said.
 Gugino and homan each 
scored more than 40 points in 
single games this season–Gugino 
against Wayne state university 
and homan against saginaw Valley 
state university. sports informa-
tion Director brad Monastiere 
said this was the first time in more 
than 15 years a male player has 
topped the 40-point level. homan 
also set a new school record for 
three-pointers (ten) in one game.
 tharp said the melding 
of the team this season will 
prove beneficial for starting 
on the right track next fall.
 “We are bringing in good 
players that are basketball-
intelligent,” he said. “our 
depth is going to improve.”
 Liz Klimas, ’09
Basketball continued from page 29.
Polk continued from page 25.
and Muhubah—are buried. “the 
barn is built in the style of a barn 
in normandy, france, and that’s 
how it got its name,” she said. 
polk and eight other people work 
on the farm, caring for 68 horses. 
she also offers tours by appoint-
ment. one of normandy farm’s 
greatest claims to fame is an appear-
ance in the 2003 movie Seabiscuit.  
 “the production team was 
looking for a barn from the 1930s 
to use as War Admiral’s barn and 
chose mine,” polk recalled. “they 
filmed for one day, from about 7:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., and by 7:00 that 
evening, you never would have 
known they were even there.”
 Just as her parents did, polk 
has succeeded in her endeavors, 
reflecting their spirit of initiative and 
ambition. When polk first learned 
of the College’s plan to build a new 
student union, she was eager to 
support the project. the new caf-
eteria bears her family’s name and 
includes a display case of Knorr 
family memorabilia.   
 “hillsdale College has always 
been a part of my family,” she said. 
“My parents were very enthusias-
tic about hillsdale, and i have so 
many good memories of my days 
here. it’s important to carry on my 
family’s involvement at hillsdale.”
 Monica VanDerWeide, ’95
Sarah Kauk was ranked ninth in the nation after her 
recent pole vault performance.
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ellis’s main task involved “blurbing”—
perusing about 45 policy and think 
tank organizations and writing two-
sentence summaries of their recent 
papers. he also compiled a guide 
that listed policy experts, their 
fields of expertise and  their 
contact information, to be pub-
lished by the heritage foundation.
 “All the issues we studied 
in class, we discussed things 
germane to them at work,” said 
ellis, a political economy major 
from nampa, idaho. “it defi-
nitely made what we’re learning 
in the classroom relevant.”
 toward that end, the Whip par-
ticipants and their professors took 
advantage of being located in the 
nation’s capital. bobb took them to 
hear oral arguments at the supreme 
Court; lowery, whose class focused 
a good deal on war strategy, took 
the students to Gettysburg. 
 And on their own time, the 
interns enjoyed the smithso-
nian museums, visited Arlington 
national Cemetery and took in 
the nightlife of Georgetown. 
 “to work and live in Wash-
ington while taking classes was a 
big draw for me,” ellis said. “i got 
to see the original Declaration of 
independence, and we took tours 
of the pentagon, the White house 
and the Capitol. i really enjoyed 
seeing the monuments and spent 
a lot of time in the national Mall.”
 each intern had many more 
memories to share about the 
semester spent in Washington. 
D’Amico, for instance, cherished 
the last-minute invite to the Aus-
trian embassy party, heralded as 
“the embassy party of the year,” 
as well as her conversations 
with Congressman King, who is 
quite a fan of hillsdale College. 
 Jerauld, on the other hand, 
recalled an intense conversation 
over thanksgiving dinner with 
someone who held very con-
flicting beliefs. Jerauld held his 
ground, and when they finished, 
his debating partner extended 
an invitation to go bowling.
 “We walked away from the 
conversation very respectful of 
each other, and it demonstrated 
to me what i’ve learned here at 
hillsdale College,” Jerauld said.
 now that they’re back on 
campus, every one of the Whip 
participants recommends that 
students interested in the program 
not hesitate to take advantage of 
the opportunity. they consider 
their experiences in Whip not only 
influencing their academic pursuits 
but also enhancing them. ellis con-
tinues to see parallels between the 
ideas discussed in class and the 
purposes of the office where he 
interned, and shafer continues to 
see how the theories in his political 
science courses apply in real life.
 “Whenever i turn on the 
news, i see it differently now,” 
shafer said. “through Whip, i 
was able to see what’s actually 
happening, and it was a won-
derful experience. i loved it.”
 Jeremy Young, ’04
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WHIP continued from page 7.
all the male chimps at Chimp 
haven are supposed to have had 
vasectomies prior to their arrival. 
 it’s the things like tracy’s 
story that continually delight 
fultz. “i’m always learning some-
thing new here,” she said. “the 
chimps teach us every day.”
 fultz credits her hillsdale experi-
ence in building a strong founda-
tion for her work. she remembers 
Dr. sam townsend and the late 
Dr. Chuck ransford for “keeping 
my interest up” in biology and 
psychology. her advisor, Dr. Don 
heckenlively, helped her to realize 
she could have a career in animal 
behavior. “All my professors, regard-
less of subject, always encouraged 
me to look more broadly at the 
world,” she recalled. “i think that has 
helped me immensely in my work.”
 that bigger picture helps fultz 
put her work into perspective. 
“Chimpanzees have been used 
in countless medical research 
projects, from vaccines to heart 
disease to cancer medications, 
because they are genetically similar 
to humans,” she said. “everybody 
knows someone who has benefited 
from chimp research. We never 
would have gone to the moon if it 
hadn’t been for chimps going into 
space first. Chimps have given so 
much to society, and this is a way 
for me to give back to them.”
 Monica VanDerWeide, ’95
Fultz continued from page 26.
Master’s faculty privileges in Clinical 
research at the Mayo Graduate 
school. he was further honored 
as the John nasseff professor in 
Cardiology. his expertise also took 
him outside the Mayo Clinic and 
around the world as a mentor to 
medical communities that were 
coming of age technologically.
 seward recently retired from 
the Mayo Clinic for the sake of 
avoiding even the appearance of 
conflict of interest, since Kardia 
health systems is a business enter-
prise partnered with the Clinic. And 
while this new venture is unlike any 
other in his storied career, which 
includes filing about 20 patents, 
seward seeks the same purpose of 
finding ways to provide better med-
ical care and improve the knowl-
edge base of fellow physicians. 
 he will do so with the sup-
port of his wife, Judy, and chil-
dren, Kristin and James theodore 
(ted). Judy also graduated from 
hillsdale College in 1964 and is a 
significant reason why seward’s 
time on campus still stands out 
in a lifetime of achievements. 
 “What i remember about 
hillsdale are the wonderful people 
there,” said seward, who also 
recalled studying the sciences 
with classmate howard Mudd. “i 
got to meet professors and stu-
dents quite intimately, and it was 
a very special time in my life.”
 Jeremy Young, ’04
Seward continued from page 27.
Tom RioRdan, a 
journalism instructor at hillsdale in 
the 1960s, sent in these photos of 
a field trip that a group of hillsdale 
students took to the Toledo Blade 
in 1967. riordan, who later served 
as managing editor of the Jackson 
Citizen Patriot, organized the all-day 
trip so the students could see how a 
large daily newspaper is produced. 
students met with department heads 
who described the steps involved 
in producing the paper. forty years 
later, hillsdale students have many 
opportunities actually to work 
behind the scenes at newspapers 
with internships through the Dow 
program in American Journalism and 
the Quayle Journalism interships. 
 if you can identify any of the students in these pictures, or have 
comments or memories of this trip or journalism at hillsdale in gen-
eral, feel free to share them at magazine@hillsdale.edu. The tour begins in the  
newsroom where frantic 
typing signals the  
beginning of a new story. 
Hot off the press! 
The students peruse 
fresh copies of the Blade.
LEFT: Hillsdale students pose outside 
the office of the Blade in Toledo. aBovE: 
Students take notes as a department 
head describes newspaper production.
Journalism instructor  
Tom Riordan
Looking Back at
Hillsdale’s Journalism Program
reMeMber When...
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obserVAtions
neWCoMers to the 
nation’s capital—especially politi-
cal neophytes—are exposed to 
a malady that each year claims 
countless victims. Marked by a 
swollen head, the delusion of 
grandeur and a relentless pursuit of 
power for its own sake, potomac 
fever leaves its victims ravaged 
by the toxic effects of pride.
 political hubris, of course, is 
not unique to Washington, D.C., or 
America, for that matter. Augustine, 
for example, writing in the fifth 
century, warned the romans of the 
constant yet pernicious temptation 
of imperial pride. the libido domi-
nandi, or lust for power, according 
to Augustine, was as debilitating as 
it was alluring. the roman empire, 
he cautioned, had the “fragile bril-
liance of glass.” for Machiavelli, on 
the other hand, writing a millen-
nium after Augustine, a prince’s 
pride in his own accomplishments 
was the only sure foundation in a 
world in which religion and moral-
ity were unreliable. An empire 
born of self-reliant feats—regard-
less of ultimate objectives—was 
to be celebrated, not lamented. 
 Augustine and Machiavelli, 
long dead and seemingly irrel-
evant to the daily headlines and 
the hurly-burly of electioneering, 
might appear completely discon-
nected from American politics—and 
potomac fever. in sending students 
to Washington, D.C., as part of their 
formal studies, however, hillsdale 
College holds that the best prepara-
tion for such study—and the best 
inoculation against potomac fever—
is an education in the liberal arts.
 for more than 30 years, 
hillsdale students have been study-
ing and interning in the nation’s 
capital as part of the Washing-
ton-hillsdale internship program 
(Whip). During that time, more 
than 300 students have served 
political internships in congressio-
nal offices, think tanks and media 
outlets. With the establishment of 
hillsdale’s new Center for Citizen-
ship and Constitutional studies in 
Washington, D.C., the number of 
Whip students will increase dramati-
cally. As the program grows, and 
more student interns are placed on 
Capitol hill, the juniors and seniors 
participating in Whip will arrive in 
D.C. having been administered the 
strong vaccinations against potomac 
fever that come in studying political 
theory, ancient and modern history, 
sound economic thought and the 
wisdom of the American founders. 
 An education in the liberal 
arts helps to unite the intellectual 
and moral virtues. in confronting 
students with the radically differ-
ent moral and political arguments 
of Augustine and Machiavelli, for 
example, we invite students to 
join the conversation of ideas to 
discover truths that will command 
not just intellectual assent but 
also moral attachment. “law and 
liberty cannot rationally become 
the objects of our love, unless they 
first become the objects of our 
knowledge,” James Wilson, signer 
of the Declaration of indepen-
dence and united states supreme 
Court justice, wrote in 1790. 
 by building hillsdale’s new 
Center around undergraduate 
education, we lengthen the arc of 
our aims, for our goal is not immedi-
ate policy change but rather the 
thoughtful, long-range consideration 
of what our polity should be—in 
light of the principles upon which it 
was established. in working toward 
the civic and scholarly goals of 
hillsdale’s new Center, and in offer-
ing students an antidote against 
potomac fever, hillsdale College 
will continue its longstanding reli-
ance upon the “arts of liberty.”
inoculating Against potomac 
fever
liberal Arts education in Washington, D.C.
Dr. David bobb, ’96
• Director of the Center for Citizenship and 
Constitutional studies
• lecturer in political science
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NORTH TO ALASKA
July 30 - August 6, 2008
Aboard the Regent Seven Seas Mariner
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Hillsdale College Cruise
Space is limited! 
To sign up, call toll free: 
(877) 242-6397
or go to 
globaltracks.com/hillsdale
Hillsdale Pre-Cruise Program  
Denali National Park 
and Preserve
July 26 - 30, 2008 (4 Nights)
Cruise Itinerary  
 July 30 –  Embarkation Day
Anchorage, Alaska
 July 31  –  Seminars-at-Sea 
and Hubbard 
Glacier
 August 1  –  Sitka, Alaska
 August 2  –  Tracy Arm and 
Juneau, Alaska
 August 3  –  Skagway, Alaska
 August 4  –  Seminars-at-Sea
 August 5  –  Campbell River, 
Canada
 August 6  –  Vancouver, 
Canada
Denali Pre-Cruise Speaker
Michael Barone
Author, The Almanac of 
American Politics
On-Board Speakers
George Gilder 
Best-Selling Author and Economist
Jonah Goldberg 
Author, Liberal Fascism: The Secret 
History of the American Left from 
Mussolini to the Politics of Meaning
Michael Ledeen
Author, The Iranian Time Bomb: The 
Mullah Zealots’ Quest for Destruction
Michael Novak
Author, Washington’s God: Religion, 
Liberty, and the Father of Our Country
Larry Arnn
President, Hillsdale College
